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FOREWORD

Since the launching of the first TIROS satellite in 1960, it has become increasingly recognized
that the satellite, as a means of observing the earth's atmosphere, opens up new and highly important
possibilities for operational and research purposes in meteorology. The full benefits of this new device
have still to be unfolded as further technological developments and refinements enable new types of
information to be acquired; but the pictures taken from meteorological satellites are already acknowledged to constitute a most valuable form of satellite observational data.
While the main cloud systems are at once evident from the most cursory glance at satellite pictures,
they do in fact contain a wealth of additional information discernible only to the trained eye. With
this thought in mind WMO has for some time been active in disseminating information on the tech·
niques for the interpretation of satellite cloud pictures. Among the earlier steps taken was the publication in 1963 of a WMO Technical Note entitled "Reduction and Use of Data obtained by TIROS
Meteorological Satellites", which refers to cloud pictures and infra-red measurements.
So rapid has been the development of satellite meteorology in the subsequent three years, especially
in the methods of interpreting cloud pictures, that a new and far more comprehensive publication is
now called for, dealing with cloud pictures only.

It is to meet this need that the present Technical Note is issued.
It has been written by scientists who are not only acknowledged leaders in the field of satellitepicture interpretation, but who have themselves in fact played an important role in the development
of the new techniques described herein.
It is therefore with gratitude that I express the indebtedness of WMO to the authors - Messrs.
R. K. Anderson, E. W, Ferguson and V. J. Oliver, of the National Environmental Satellite Center of
the Environmental Science Services Administration. They have been assisted in their task by the
Working Group of the WMO Commission for Synoptic Meteorology on the "Synoptic Use of Meteorological Satellite Data", to whose members the appreciation of WMO is also extended.

(D. A. DAVIES)
5eeret al'y -General

SUMMARY

This Technical Note is designed to provide guidance in the meteorological interpretation of the
pictures received from weather satellites. It briefly summarizes what is currently known about the
relationships of satellite - viewed cloud formations to atmospheric motions and temperature structure
and shows how the data can be applied to daily meteorological analysis.
Brightness, pattern, structure, texture, shape, and size are the six most important charactel'istics
of clouds as they appear in a satellite picture. By using these chaTacteristics, it is possible to identify
type of cloud (Cs, Cb, Cu, etc.), to detect the presence of cloud layers of different height, and to make
inferences about the temperatul'e, wind, and stability fields of the atmosphere. Shadows and patterns
of cloud cells or bands are quite useful in this respect. Although snow cover and highly reflective desert
terrain present problems in picture interpretation, it is possible by learning terrain patterns to identify
clouds when they occur over these backgrounds.
It is possible to use the large-scale cloud patterns and cloud distribution observed in satellite
pictures to identify the positions of the jet streams, fl'onts , ridges, troughs, and vortices. Jet streams
can be identified by cirrus formations which occur with certain types of jet stream configurations.
Fronts are easily identified in satellite pictures and can he classified as ac,tive or passive depending
upon the appearance of the clouds comprising a frontal band. Frontal waves appear as a broadening
of a frontal band. It is often possible to identify the position whel'e a jet stream axis or upper level
trough crosses a front by the change in the characteristics of frontal clouds. Cyclonic disturbances
of all scales appear as vortical cloud patterns. The characteristics of such vortical cloud patterns can
be used to diagnose the stage of development of a storm. Concentrations of mid-tropospheric cyclonic
vorticity in the westerlies produce distinct cloud formations that can be l'ecognized and tracked. The
ability to identify these patterns in satellite pictures has proved useful in predicting development
along fronts.
It is possible to identify the stage of development of tropical cyclones from satellite pictures.
Estimates of the maximum winds in hurricanes and typhoons can also be made from satellite pictures.
It is also possible to follow daily changes in other tropical cloud systems such as temporals and the lTC.
The effects of mountains and islands on cloud rlistribution can be clearly seen in satellite pictures.
The cloud patterns formed by mountain waves, vortex streets, and lee clearing can he used to make
inferences about low-level wind direction and atmospheric stability. The effects of differential surface
heating and surface friction on cloud distTibution can be dil'ectly observed in satellite pictures. It is
also possible to observe the exact distribution of fog and stratus formations.
World wide, routine application of weather satellite observations is just beginning. Initial
tions to global analysis and short-range aviation forecasting have proved very successful.

applica~

RESUME

La presente Note technique donne des indications sur la manii'~re d'interpretel' les images regues
des satellites meteorologiques. ElIe resume bl'i€~vement ce que Fon sait actuellement des relations qui
existent entre les formations nuageuses photographiees paries satellites, d'une part, et les mouvements
et la structure thermique de l'atmosphere, d'autre part. Elle mantre comment les donnees ainsi obtenues
peuvent etre appliquees aux travaux quotidiens de l'analyse meteol'ologique.
Luminance, configuration, structure, texture, forme et dimensions sont les six caracteristiques les
plus importantes des linages appal'aissant sur les photographies de satellites. En etudiant ces caracte~
ristiques, il est possible d'identifier les types de nnages (Cs, Cb, en, etc.), de deceler la presence de couches
nuageuses a differentes altitudes et d'en d6duire les champs de temperature, de vents et de stabilite de
l'atmosphere. Les ombres et les configurations des cellules au des bandes nuageuses sont tres utiles a
cet egard. Bien que Ie manteau neigeux et les terrains desertiques de pouvoir reflecteul' cleve compliquent
I'interpretation des photographies, il est possible, en apprenant a distinguer les differents types de
terrains, d'identifier les linages qui se detachent sur ces arriereaplans.
II est possible d'utiliser les grands systemes nuageu...-y et la distl'ihution des linages apparaissant sur
les photographies de satellites pour determiner la position des courantsajets, des fronts, des cretes, des
talwcgs et des tourbillons. Les courantsajets peuvent etre identifies d'apres les formations de Cirrus qui
les accompagnent. Les fronts sont facilement deceIes sur les photographics de satellites et peuvent etre
classes en deux categories, actifs et inactifs, selon I'aspect des nuages qui constituent la bande fl'ontale.
II est souvent possible de reperer l'endroit OU I'axe d'uu courant-jet ou un talweg en altitude traverse
un front, d'apres la modification des caracteres des TIuages aSBocies a ce front. Les perturbations eyeIoniques, queUe que soit leur taille, appal'aissent eomme des masses de nnages tonrbillonnail'es. On peut
utiliseI' les caracteristiqucs de ces masses nuageuses pour determiner Ie stade de developpement d'une
perturbation. Les concentrations du tourbillon cyclonique de la troposphere moyenne dans la zone des
vents d'ouest donnent naissance a des formations nuageuses distinctes que Pon peut identifier et dont
on peut suivre Ie deplacement. La possibilite d'identifier ces formations SUI' lcs photographies de satellites s'e8t reveIee utile pour prevoil' l'evolution des conditions atmospheriques Ie long des fronts.
Les photographies de satellites permettent de determiner Ie stade de developpement des cyclones
tropicaux et aussi d'evaluer Ia force des vents maximaux dans les ouragans et les typhous. Elles pera
mettent egalement de suivre les changements quotidiens qui se pl'oduisent dans d'autl'es systemes
nuageux de la zone tropicale1 LeIs que les « temp0l'alcs )} et la zone de convergence intertropicale.
L'influence des montagnes et des lles sur la distribution des nuages est clairement visible sur les
photographies de satellites. On peut utiliseI' les configurations des nuages formes par les andes de relief,
les files de nnages tourbillonnaires et les ecIaircies sous Ie vent, pour determiner Ia direction du vent et
Ia stabiIite de l'atmosphel'e a basse altitude. Les effets que les differences de l'echauffement et de fl'ottement superficiels exercent sur la distribution des nuages peuvent etl'e observes directement sur les
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photographies de satellites. 11 est egalement possible d'y observer la distribution exacte des formations
dc brouillard et de Stratus.
L'utilisation reguliere, dans Ie maude entier, des observations meteorologiques recueilIies a l'aide
de satellites ne fait que commencer. Or, les premieres applications de ces donnees a l'analyse globale et a
la prevision a courte echeance pour l'aeronautique Be sont revelees tres fructueuses.
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CHemFI:bIt'r rroRpoB If 06JIaCTH nycTbIH:b, 06JIap;aIOIIJ;HX BJi[COKOH oTpamaT8JTbHOt'I cIIoco6HOCTbIO, saTpyp;w
HRIOT paciliHeppoBKy Hso6pam8RHkt, TeM He MeR8e, SHaH xapaRTep M8CTHOCTH, Hap; ROTOpOH rrpOXOAHT
o6.rraRa , MomHO BC8 me onpep;SJIHTb THn 06JIR'lHOCTM.

Ha OCHOBS HSyTJeHHH RpynHIJX 06JIaTJHbIX o6paSOBaRHM II paCrrp8A8JI8H:HH 06JIaTfiIOCTM, Ha6,JIIoAae·
MbIX HU cnYTHI1ROBbIX !poTorpa¢HRx, MO'iKEIO orrpe.u.:8JTHTb HarrpaBJIeHUe cTpyfIHblX T8TJ8HlrIll l CPpOHTbI,
rpe6HM, 6apnQeCRH8 JIOm6MHbI H BHXpM. CTpyHH:bI8 T8q8H:H.H MomHO OnpeA8JIMTb no rrepHCT:bIM 06JIaRaM l
KOTopbIe o6pasyIOTcH IIpH I-IaJHITIHH HeIWTOpbIX BHAOB cTpyfrHbIx TeQeHHH. <:DPOHTH JI8r:KO Orrp8A8JIHIOTCH
no CrryTHHROBLliH fI806pameHlrIHM H lVIOryT IuraCCH<pHIJ;MpOBaTbCH RaIl' aRTJoIBHbIe HJUI rraCCHBHbI8 no BHAY
06JIaROB, o6pasyrom;MX IIOJIOCy ¢pOHTa. <DpoHTaJIbHbI8 BOJIHbr HMeIOT BH)); paCillJorpHIOm;e:tIcH <PPOHTaJIbHOfr
IIOJIOCbI. OgeR:b TJaOTO BOBM01KHO orrp8,n;eJIHTb M8CTO nepeC8rreHl1.f1 OOH oTpyi,'moro T8TJeHHH :HJIH BepXHet'I
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IIJ;eHHR Boex MaCIIITa60B BDIrJIHp;.FIT RRK BJoIXp8B:E>I8 05.rral:IHbIe 06paSOBaHHR.

XapaRTepHCTl1RH TarHrx

BJorXpeBIJX 06JIa'IHhIX 06paSOBaHH:ti iVroryT HcnOJlb80BaTbcH P;JIH onpep;eJIeHHH CTap;HJ1 paSBHTHfl illTopMa.

KOH:o;eHTpaI~Jour D;HRJIOHHTJeCKHX BHxpe:ti sarrap,HhIX B8TPOB B Cpe;D;HI1X CJ10HX TpoIIociPepbI rropomAaIOT
OTTI8TJIHBhre 06JIaQH1Ie 06paSOBaHJ.IH, ROTOpDI8 MorYT 6hITb orrpeAeJIeHbI H npOCJIem8HbI. BOBMomHOCTb
pacn08HaBaTb BTJor o6paSOBalIHH Ha crryTHHRoBbIX epOTorpaqnrHx OKaSaJIaC:b IIOJIeSHOH AJIH rrpep;CRaSaHJoIH
paBBMTJiIH q,POHTOB.

Ha OCHOBe crry'l'HHKOBfilX Hso6pamer-Hrti MOrREO orrpep;eJIHTb CTeneHb paSBHT:HH TPOIUPIeCRHX D;HRJIOHOB, a TaRJRe MaRCHi\1aJIbHYIO mwpOCTb B8Tpa IIpH yparaHax JoI Tui1epyHax. NIoa-nro TaK:rIi:e rrpOCJIe)l;HTb
CYTOQHDI8 HBM8HeHHH P;PyrIIx TpOrrHQeCRHX 06JIa""lJHblX CHCT8M, Kar~ HarrpHM8p, TeMIIOpaJIH H SOlIbI .M81K~
TpOrrHTf8CKOfr ROHBepreHl..v n,r.
CrryTHHROBfJe FI806pameHH.ff p;aIOT Qe'l'R08 npep;CTaBJI8HHe 0 BJIHfIHHH rap H OCTpOBOB Ha pacrrpe w
A8JI8HH8 06JlaQHOCTI1. Ha OOHOBe q}OPM 06JIaROB , 06paSYIOIIJ;HXCH nap; BJUIRHH8M oporpaq>UQ8CH·I1X BOJIH,
BHxpeti H IIop;B8TpeHH:E>IX rrpORCH8HIDI MomHO CAeJIa'l':O BbIBOP;bI 0 Hanl)aBJI8HHH B8Tpa B IHliH.HliIX CJIORX
H 06 yCTO:ti:l:fHBOCTH a1'.l'iIOclf!8pbI. Ha crryTHHKoBbIX H306pameIHIHx iVIOlliHO H811OcP8gCTBCHHO Ha6JIIOgaTb
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RESUMEN

EI prop6sito de esta Nota Tecnica 88 proporcionar informacion para la interpretacion meteoro~
logica de fotograflas recibidas de los sateIites artinciales. Resume de manera concisa los conocimientos
actuales sobre las relaciones entre las formaciones nubosas vistas deade los satelites y los movimientos
y estructura termica de la atmosfera; presenta tambien las aplicaciones de e8tas datos a los analisis
diarios de mapas meteoro16gicos.
En las fotografias tomadas pOl' los sateIites, las seis cal'actel'.lsticas pl'incipales de las nubes son:
brillo, estructura, forma, distribucion, textura y tamano. POl' media de estas caracterlsticas se puede
identificar el tipo de nube (es, Ch, Cu, etc.), poneI' de maninesto la presencia de capas nubosas a diferentes alturas, y sacar deducciones sobre los campos de temperatuxa, viento y estabiIidad en Ia atmosfera. Los eontrastes de sombra y clal'idad y las configuraciones nubosas en forma de celulas 0 de bandas
son muy utiles para estos fines, Aunque se presentan algunos problemas para Ia correcta interpretacion
de fotografias tomadas sohre zonas cubiertas de nieve y terrenos desiertos muy reflectores, se puede
Ilegar a conseguir una buena identificaci6n de las nubes presentes en esas fotograflas mediante el estudio
previa de los asp,:ctos de diferentes tipos de teneno.
EI examen de fotograflas desde satelites conteniendo distribuciones llubosas en gran escala permite
la IocaIizaci6n de cOl'l'ientes en charro, fl'entes, lineas dorsales, vaguadas y vortices. Las corrientes en
chorro pueden identificarse pOl' las formaciones de cirrus que acompafian a eiel'tos tipos de configuraciones de estas corrientes. Los frentes se descubren facilmente en las fotograflas desde satelites, y su
clasificaeion como activos 0 pasivos puede establecerse a partir del aspecto de las nubes que aparecen
en la zona frontal. IJas ondas de los frentes apal'ecen en las fotografias como ensanehamientos de esa
zona frontal. Con frecuencia, se puede identifical' el Iugar donde se cruzan un frente can el eje de una
corriente en chol'l'o 0 de una vaguada en altitud, ya que en ese Ingar se producen cambios en las caracterfsticas de las nubes fI'ontales. Las perturbaciones de cal'actel' cicl6nico, cualquiera que sea su escala,
aparecen como distl'ihuciones nubosas en fOl'ma de vortice. Las caractel'lsticas de estas distl'ibuciones
turbillonarias pueden utilizal'se para diagnosticar el estado de desarrollo de la perturbacioll ciclonica.
Las concentraciones en la tl'oposfera media de vorticidades clcl6nicas sob1'e Ia zona de vientos del Oeste
producen formaciones nubosas bien diferenciadas que pueden seT reconocidas y seguidas facilmente.
La teeniea para identifiear estas configuraciones nubosas en las fotograflas tomadas pOl' satelites ha
sido muy util para predecir la marcha de los procesos atmosfericos a 10 largo de los frentes.
POl' medio de fotogl'allas desde satelites se puede estabIecer eI estado de desarrollo de los ciclones
tropicales. Tambien se puede estimar el orden de rnagnitud de los vientos maximas en huracanes y
tifones, asi como seguir Ia variacion diurna de otros sistemas nubosos txopicales 1 como ({ temporales »
y « conveI"gencia intertropical (ITC) »,
Los efectos orografic.os de las islas y montafias sobl'e las formaciones nubosas apal'ecen claramente
en las fotografias desde sate-lites. Las configuraciones nubosas ocasionadas pm' las oudas del relieve,
corredol'es turbillonarios y caImas de sotavento permiten sacar deduceiones aCCl'ca de ia direcci6n del
viento y la estabilidad atmosfexica en los niveles bajos,
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Se pueden obsel'vul' diTectamcnte en las fotogl'afias desde sateIites los efectos de las difel'encias
de caldeo y fl'icci6n superficiales sobre las distribuciones nubosas. Tambien se puede obsel'var con
precision Ia distl'ibuci6n de las formaciones de niehIas y capas de stratus.
Estamos en los comienzos de la aplicaci6n rutinal'ia y munclial de las observaciones efectuadas
pOl' medio de sattHites meteorologicos. Las primeras aplicaciones de estos datos al analisis en escala
murrdial y a Ia pl'ediccion a COTto plazo para la aviaci6n han dado ya resultados muy satisfactoTios.

PREFACE
Research directed towards the application of meteorological satellite data to operational problems has been in progress since 1960. The results of this research are scattered through a multitude
of scientific journals or aTe contained in governmental reports which have limited distribution. For
the operational meteorologist to use satellite information effectively in his daily routine, he must become
familiar with the current body of knowledge pertaining to the intm'pretation of the cloud patterns
seen in the satellite pictures. Only in this way will satellite data be effectively incorporated into daily
routines and the full benefit of the satellite observing system be realized.
This Technical Note summarizes briefly what has been learned thus far about the relationship of
the cloud patterns observed by the satellite to the familiar highs, lows, fronts and other features of
the weather map. It has been designed to show the working meteorologist how the satellite data,
whether they be in the form of nephanalysis or APT pictures, can help him to solve some of his daily
problems, The rep0l't should also be of use to Weather Service technical dil'ectol's in evaluating the
cunent usefulness of satellite data in regard to theil' pal'ticular operational problems.
Most of the relationships described have been checked by the Applications Group of the National
Environmental Satellite Center on a daily basis over the last three years. Some of the relationships
cited are presently based on a small body of data and must still be considered tentative.
The list of references pertaining to studies of satellite data is selective rather than exhaustive.
Excellent bibliographies are referenced and should be used by those desiring a more complete survey
of pertinent literature,
Every eft'Ol't has been made to give proper credit to those wOl'king in the field. In a publication
such as this, where brevity is one of the aims, some omissions are bound to OCCUI". For this the authors
apologize.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to Mr. Paul E. Lehr for his editorial assistance,

MI·. George Petro who drafted many of the illustrations and Mrs. Rita Aubele who typed the manusCl'ipt.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Today's weather satellite adds a new dimension to meteorological observations: it is now possible
to locate, track, and observe accurately the evolution of individual storms in their entirety by means
of the television picture data received from cameras orbiting hundreds of miles about the earth. It is
a maxim of science that natural phenomena must first he described and understood before accurate
predictions are possible. Satellite cloud observations furnish meteorologists with a powerful new tool
with which to describe the current state of the atmosphere. The incorporation of the satellite observa~
tions into the daily weather map analyses will increase analysis accuracy, and, in time, should lead
to a better understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere and increasingly improved predictions
of its future state. But before these new cloud observations can be assimilated with other data and
applied to routine analysis, they must first be understood..
What do the clouds as viewed from a satellite reveal about atmospheric motions and temperature
structure? This question had to be answered before satellite data could be used directly in daily
operational weather analysis. And it is to this question that considerable research effort and study
have been directed over the last five years. As a result, it is now possible to apply satellite data to daily
analysis with considerable confidence. T~is Technical Note is a brief summary of the progress that
has been made to date in satellite picture interpretation.
But before turning our attention to the main subject of picture interpretation, let us first bl'iefly
summariz~ the satellite programme itself to gain some perspective as to the stage of development of

this new observational device.

1.1

The satellite ·programme to date

The first satellite designed specifically for meteorological observations, TIROS I, was lannched
on 1 April 1960. Over the past six years eleven satellites in the TIROS series and one in the Nimbus
series have been put into orbit. The quality·of the first pictures from 'rIROS I showed the potential
of a satellite observation system that could routinely photograph the clouds over the surface of the
entire earth. In 1961 after the launching of the third successful research weather satellite, plans were
formulated for an operational weather satellite system. The aim was to develop an observing system
that would obtain cloud pictures over the entire sunlit earth at least once every 24 hours. Also spedfied
was a requirement for infrared (IR) measurements over the dark side of the earth in order to obtain
cloud distribution and heat balance data. These plans reached their fruition in February 1966 when
ESSA I, the first satellite in the TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS) system (Tepper and Johnson,
1965) was launched.
Each of the weather satellites placed in orbit by the U.S.A. up to 1965 was primarily for research
and development. Extensive £light testing of equipment on the satellites themselves has been neces
sary to develop the reliability needed for an operational system. It has also been necessary to develop
a
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computer data processing techniques so that the data can he rapidly made available to users after

they reach the ground.
Equipment tested by the spin stabilized TIROS satellite series included four different television
camera systems plus medium resolution infrared (MRIR) radiometers which measured the earth1s
radiation in five different hands.
The earth stabilized Nimbus I satellite tested the operational feasibility of sun~synchronous,
semi-polar orbit (98 degrees of inclination to the equator), an Advanced Vidicon Camera System
(AVeS), a high resolution infl'ared (HRIR) radiometer and automatic pictlll'e transmission (APT)
equipment. These tests helped to solve the many engineering problems that arise durin~ the development of a reliable operational system. Table 1 lists the satellites orbited to date, the equipment that
they carried and the type of data received. Detailed descriptions of the satellites themselves and the
data processing techniques developed have appem'ed else,,\;-here (Stroud, 1961; Johnson, Hall and
Bristol', 1963; Vaeth, 1965).
The opel'ational use of satellite data began almost at once after the first TV pictures were received
from TIROS 1. Early use was made of these data in locating and tracking storms over oceanic sparse
data aTeas both in the tropics and in the mid-latitudes. TV picture data, until the summer of 1965,
TABLE I

Satellites

orbit~d

up to 31 December 1965
.

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Date of launch

1/4/60

23/11/60

12/7/61

8/2/62

19i6/62

18/9/62

End of
operational
lifetime

19/6/60

1/2/61

30/10/61

12/6/62

5/5/63

11/10/63

TIROS

Days
operational
Usable
pictures
Nephanalyses
prepared

I

I

VII

VIII

Nimbus

19/6/63

21/12/63

28/8/64

Still

Still

23/9/64

operating operating

79

69 '

I

IX-

X

22/1/65

2/7/65

Still

Still

operating operating

108

125

320

388

926

740

27

342

182

11,200

62,371

46,830

19,389

25,574

24,000

23,370

48,547

59,830

110,952

88,572

3,958

3,206

-

5,337

3,268

333

455

755

836

1,851

2,162

Storm
advisories

None

NOlle

70

102

399

361

596

424.

-

504

283

Orbital
inclination

4.8 0

48°

48°

48°

58°

58°

58°

58°

98°

96.4°

98.60

450

420

475

483

486

434

403

468

420

1,019

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

AVeS

2

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

APT

0

0

1
0
None

1
0
Ye,

0
0
Ye,

0
0
Ye,

0
0
None

0
0
None

0
0
Ye,

0
1

0
0

Ye'

0
0
None

Average
height
(statute

mile,)
Camera type.:
,'ride angle
Medium
angle

Narrow
angle

APT

Radiometer

I
II

Sporadic operation continued up to 12/1/61.
Wheel configuration.

I

Apogee.
Perigee.

None

1602
436

3

495

None
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were received from satellites at remote, data acquisition stations. There they were converted into
a nephanalysis and retransmitted in this form to a variety of users throughout the world by means of
facsimile and teletype. But this process was too time-consuming and often resulted in data being
received too late by users for their operational use. Another problem with early satellites was the
limited and spm'adic coverage provided. Narrow, non-overlapping views of the earth made it difficult
to make proper synoptic interpretations from the pictures. It was usually not possible to view either
the same storm or the same area on two successive days. For these l'easons, early satellite data could
not be exploited fully for operational use. The launching of two satellites in the autumn of 1962 increased
daily coverage and enabled greater operational application. A little over two years lateI', the first
sample of the complete daily coverage envisioned in the plan for the operational satellite system was
provided by TIROS IX. The pictures from TIROS IX were bighly successful in demonstrating the
improvement in picture interpretation possible when complete global covel'age allows vievd.ng of the
earth's cloud systems in their entirety. Now, in 1966, the operational satellite system brings routine
~aily global coverage and makes local area data available to users almost immediately. Thus, most
of the major problems which have plagued operational users prior to this time al'e now overcome.
Table 2 summarizes to date some of the major milestones in the operational use of satellite data.

Meteorological satellites to date (Dec. 1965) have provided over 520,635 ·TV pictures and 5,034 passes
of infrared data fOl' research. An intensive research effort directed towards understanding and intcl'preting this considerable amount of data has been under way for the past six years. Satellite pictul'es
have revealed many examples of previously unsuspected cloud organization. Cloud distribution as

TABLE 2

Milestones in the operational use of satellite data

1 April 1960 . . . . . . . . •

First nephanalysis from TIROS I prepared at the Fort Monmouth, N.J., data acquisi~
sition station and transmitted to the National Meteorological Center, Suitland,
Maryland.

12 July 1961 •

First international distribution of special Satellite Storm Advisories on tropical storms
begun. First operational use of satellite pictures during the hurricane season.

7 August 1961

Selected satellite pictures retransmitted by photo-facsimile to aviation forecast centres
in U.S.A. for use in preparing forecasts and briefings.

15 April 1962

First international facsimile transmission of nephanalysis to EUl'Ope, Africa, East
Asia and Australia.

lq June 1962

TIROS V launched with orbital inclination of 53°. High latitude coverage increased.

lR September 1962

Data coverage increased with launch of TIROS VI. First time that two satellites
were used operationally at same time.

21 December 1963 .

First APT for local readout from TIROS VIII.

23 August 1964 . •

Nimbus satellite provides high resolution TV pictures of Antarctic ice-pack bound~
aries. Information used to plan summer resupply mission. First extensive worldwide use of APT pictures.

22 January 1965

TIROS IX launched into quasi-polar orbit. First time that complete world coverage
obtained on a daily basis.

3 February 1966
21 February 1966 • . . . . • .

ESSA-I launched; the first satellite of the operational system. Complete coverage
on a daily basis began operationally.
ESSA·II, first operational APT satellite began routine transmission.
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viewed from satellites has provided evidence to support previously developed models of atmospheric
behaviour and has also suggested the need for- new ones. The study of satellite data has given new
insights regarding the evolution of both large~ and sman~8cale weather systems. As the result of
research to date it is now possible to apply this new observational tool with increasing confidence to
daily meteorological analysis.
Introducing meteorologists to the applications of meteorological satellite data and training them
in its use has been one of the functions of the National Environmental Satellite Center (NESC) of the
Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA). The Applications GI'OUp ofthe Satellite CenteI'
was activated in the summer of 1963 primarily for this purpose. As an aid in carrying out this task,
the Applications Group each day has compared most of the pictures received during the previous
24 hours with both surface and upper air weather maps. Thousands of pictures viewing the northern
hemisphere have been routinely examined over the past 2 ~ years. From this procedure, it has been
possible to identify those areas where the findings of research scientists could best be applied to routine
weather analysis. It has also been possible through this procedure to evaluate research directed spe~
cifically toward synoptic interpretation. The Applications Group has worked closely with operational
users of satellite data such as the National Meteorological Center of the United States Weather Bureau
as well as many of the research scientists involved in interpretive studies. The material that is contained in this Technical Note is based upon this experience.

CHAPTER II
THE APPEARANCE OF CLOUDS IN SATELLITE PICTURES
The first step in satellite picture interpretation is to identify the general cloud forms (cumuliform,
stratiform and cirriform) and then, where possible, the specific cloud types (Cu, Cb, As, Cs, etc.) visible
in the picture. The presence (or absence) of different cloud types, and the patterns and formations
into which they are organized; are data from which one can make inferences regarding the wind, tem~
perature and stability of the atmosphere in the area viewed. Before it is possible to make proper syn~
optic interpretations of large-scale cloud systems (e.g. the spiral cloud bands produced by vortices)
it is first necessary to examine in detail the clouds that form them. This chapter discusses the charactel-istics of clouds as they appear from a satellite and how these characteristics are used to identify
general cloud forms and specific cloud types.
2 .1

General characteristics

The six most important characteristics which help to identify clouds are brightness, pattern,
structure, texture, shape and size (Conover, 1962). The brightness of a cloud as seen from space, accord~
ing to a discussion by Conover (1962), depends upon the illumination of the cloud (sun angle), the
angular position of the cloud in relation to the camera and the sun, and the reflectivity of the cloud
itself. Reflectivity, in turn, is related to cloud thickness, particle~size distribution, particle composi
tion (ice or water), and to the character of the upper cloud surface. The brightness range of a particular
satellite camera system can also affect the relative brightness of different clouds as they appear in a
given picture. This range has varied somewhat for the different camera systems used in the past. Some
camera systems also have shown a tendency towards a decrease in brightness range during their operational lifetime.
q

In spite of the complexity of the brightness problem, Conover (1965) has obtained quantitive
values for the average albedo of different cloud types and terrain features by measuring their relative
brightness as they appear in sat~llite pictures. The results from Conover's study, ananged in ordeI'
of decreasing brightness, are shown in Table 3. Conover (1962, 1963) found that, in general, increased
brightness is associated with thicker clouds, especially in cyclonic cloud systems. He also noted that,
under similar conditions of illumination, water clouds always appear brighter than ice clouds of the
same thickness. Experience supports these findings and shows that the relative brightness of different
cloud formations is a useful tool in picture interpretation. In assessing the significance of cloud bright~
ness, it is important to keep in mind the general synoptic situation in which the clouds are observed.
Diffel'ent cloud formations which can appear equally bright in the satellite pictures can result from
totally diffel'ent atmospheric conditions.
The smallest cloud elements 1 visible in a satellite picture are either randomly distributed Ol~ are
organized into mesoscale cloud formations which form a pattern, Such patterns were early shown by
1 Cloud element: Hereafter the term "cloud element" will be used to denote the smallest distinguishable unit of cloud
in the particular satellite picture being discussed. The absolute size of a Hcloud element" in any given picture therefore depends
on the resolution of the camera system used to take the picture, See appendLx A.
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TABLE 3

Average albedos (A) in

pCI'

cent for various cloud and terrestrial surfaces as measuretl from I'latellite pictures
(MCO - cloud cover greater than 80 per cent)

After Conover (1965)

A
1. Cumulonimbus -large and thick . . . . . . , .
2. Cumulonimbus - small, top estimated 6 km . . .
3. Cirrostratus - thick, with lower clouds and precipi·

92
86

tatian. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .

74
69
68
64
60
60

4.
5,
"6.
7.
8..
9.

CUmulus and stratocumulus - Mea, over land.
StratocumuIus - :MeG, over land . . . . . . .
Stratus-thick, approximate 0.5 km over ocean
Sand - White Sands, New Mexico, U.S.A. .
Stratocumulus masses 'within cloud sheet over ocean
Snow, 3-7 days old mostly covering mountain above
timber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

10. Stratus - thin, over ocean . .
11, Cn'rus - alone, over land
12, Cirrostratus - alone, over land
13, Cumulus of fau weather - MeO, over land
14. Sand - valleys, plains and slopes
15, Sand and brushwood . . . . .
16. Coniferous forest
. . . . .
17. Lake - Great Salt Lake, U.S,A.
lB. Ocean - Gulf of Mexico
19. Ocean- Pacific
.

A
42

36
32

29
27

17
12
9

9
7

Conover (1962) to be quite important both for identifying certain cloud types and for explaining the
physical processes that produce them. One of the most stl'iking patterns is the one produced in cumulus
clouds by mesoscale cellular convection (Figul'es 3 and 4<). This pattern occurs in great variety, espe~
cially over the oceanic areas of the world. Clouds are also commonly obsel'ved to be organized into
slnall regular lines or bands (Figures 8.and 9) which have their own distinct pattern. Wave phenomena
such as gl'avity waves near a jet .stream or mountain lee waves produce, under pr~per conditions,
patterns of bands which are easily recognized in the satellite pictures. Each one of these different
mesoscale patterns will be discussed in some detail.
Shadows and highlights often are quite helpful in identifying cloud stTuctuTe ; that is, the relative
heights of the different clouds viewed. Shadows cun be used to identify the edges of cirrus and highlevel altostratus cloud sheets. The structure of clouds is also revealed when lo·w cloud formations can
be detected beneath a higher layer of translucent middle or high cloud. Both of these indications of
structure are important in identifying certain cloud types a"nd in making synoptic assessments of large~
scale cloud formations.
Cloud sUTfaces, when viewed from above, often vary in degree of apparent smoothness. This
charactetistic is refel'l'ed to as the textUTe of the clouds. Areas of cloud which have smooth appearing
surfaces are usually quite flat on top and have little variation in their thickness.
Finally, all cloud forms vary in shape and size. The edges of cloud formations can be rounded,
straight, sel'l'ated, scalloped, jagged, or diffuse. The patterns themselves can be arrayed in st1'aight
or curved bands intersecting 01' isolated from other patterns. These characteristics also are important
for identifying cloud vmieties.

2 .2

Classification of clonds by genCl'al form

A classification of clouds based on their appeal'ance from above has been developed for use with
satellite pictures. Experience in operational nephanalysis has shown that clouds can quickly be classified by analysts into three broad categbl'ies: cumuliform, stratiform and cil'riform. The camera
systems currently in use on satellites do not offer sufficient resolution to observe the small-scale details
used to clasify clouds in terms of the 10 genera of the international cloud classification system. But
with close attention to the characteristics of individual cloud formations, it is possible to identify a
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few specific cloud genera and even some of their individual species. Routine identification to such
detail, however, requires considerable experience and skill.
The term cumuliform, as applied to an area of clouds appearing in a satellite picture, refers to
groups of irregularly shaped cloud elements of varying size. These cumuliform groups can either be
organized into patterns of cells or bands, or be randomly distributed. Cloud elements or formations
of cumuliform appearance may be of high, middle or low clouds. While most cumuliform clouds in the
pictures give evidence, by their appearance, of having been formed by convective activity, some con·
vective type clouds do not have this characteristic appearance. This occurs when the convective activity
is on a scale so small the dimensions of individual clouds or cloud patterns are below the resolution
capability of satellite cameras. For example, the area where fair weather cumulus clouds are present
may appear only as a light shade of grey in a picture; the cumuliform characteristics defined above
are therefore lacking for these clouds.

Stratiform cloud areas normally lack organized pattern and texture. Clouds .which are identified
in pictures as stratiform generally occur under stable conditions. Cloud types which have a stratiform
appearance from above are thick stratus or fog, thick altoastratus or nimbostratus and thick cirro~
stratus, the latter especially when it occurs above another cloud layer.

Cirriform clouds when viewed from above have a distinct fibrous appearance. A cloud layer thin
enough to allow lower clouds or landmarks to be detected beneath it is usually cirrostratus. Ciniform
formations can also be recognized by their association with other cloud types such as cumulonimbus.

In an early classification of clouds as they appear in satellite pictures, Conover (1962) developed
a system which specified two major cloud categories: cumulifonn and not·cumuliforrn. It is from this
classification that the one just described evolved. In his original study, Conover compared satellite
pictures with special surface, radar, pilot, and aerial photo·reconnaissance observations that were
coincident in time with the satellite photographs. From these data, it was possible to show how different
cloud types (genera or species) appear in satellite pictures. A summary of this work is shown in Figure L
The clouds which are listed as not·cumuliform, not banded, or not fibrous in this original scheme are
those clouds which are now labelled stratiform. Shnilarly those clouds classified in the diagram as not~
cumuliforrn and of genera cirrus are primarily those which are easily identified as cirriform in satellite
pictures. Experience has proved that identification confined to three major cloud categories.is best
suited to the needs of operational nephal1alysis. Conover's original scheme:, however, still represents
the definitive work for identifying specific cloud types in satellite pictures.

2 .3

Cellular patterns

The general circulation of the atmosphere results in a continuous meridional exchange of ·polar
and tropical air. The clouds that form in unstable polar air as it moves toward warmer latitudes appear
quite different in satellite views from those that form in tropical air that is moving polewards. As it
flows towards the equator, cold air is continuously being heated from below. Over the oceans, where
the air layer near the surface is relatively moist, the convection that l'esults from this process produces
vast areas of cumuliform cloud. Over land, although similar convection is present, southward moving
polar air is quite dry at low levels and is often relatively cloud-free. For this reason, the convective
cloud patte~ns described below occur mainly over the oceans.
As viewed from a satellite; the cumuliforrn clouds in large·scale currents of polar air are organized
into distinct patterns. Some of these are similal' in appearance to the Benard cell patterns which have
been produced in laboratory expel'iments. Studies thus far (Krueger and Fritz, 1961) indicate that
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the organization of cumuliform cloud into patterns is the result of mesoscale cellular convection in the
lowest layer of the atmosphere. Not all of the different cellulal' patterns observed have as yet been
completely explained. Krueger and Fritz (1961) suggest that the factors controlling the size of the
cells of the pattern are the depth of the convective layer and the degree of atmospherie stability immediately above it. The patterns in satellite pictures that are produced by cellular fOI'mations can be
divided into two general classe,,; : open cellular and closed cellular. Open cellular patterns (Figures 2, 3)
are predominantly ring or U-shaped and suggest a pattern ·of irregular polygons which have "open"
or less cloudy centres, hence the designation of opengcellular. Closed cellular patterns (Figures 4, 5
and 6) are composed of fairly symmetrical cloud elements which have the appearance of cells with
covered centres surrounded by partly cloud~free rings. The rate at which air is heated frt;Jm below
by the surface is an important factor in producing these differences. open cellular patterns are observed
when a large airAsea temperature difference produces rapid heating from below while closed cellular
patterns usually occur where heating from below is weak. Experience shows that these two patterns
occur quite consistently under the same synoptic conditions and are therefore a useful aid to analysis.
Although patterns similar in appearance occur in ·the tropics, they have not as yet been studied sufficiently to be used as an aid in tropical analysis.
The open cellular pattern shown in Figure 2 was produced by an outbreak of cold polar ail' over
the north-west Pacific Ocean. The frontal haud at the leading edge o£the cold air appears at the extreme
right of the picture (A to B). The appearance of the cumuliform cloud in this picture is typical of those
clouds which form over the ocean in a migrating cold dome of polar ai~. In the area where the coldest
air aloft is centred (C), the cloud elements are larger and brighter and the pattern is less regular. Clouds
with this appearance are cumulus, cumulus congestus and small cumulonimbus. To the west at D,
where the cold dome is shallower, the elements of the cellular pattern become both s-maller and more
regular.
Over the oceans north of the polar front, the character of cellular cloudiness is closely associated
with the sign of the curvature of the surface flow. Hel'e, in areas of general northAwcsterlyflow between
centres of high and low pressul'e, opencellulal' patterns are observed in cyclonic How and closed cel~
lulal' patterns are observed where How is anticyclonic. Often the change between the two types of
cellular pattern is a gradual one. This relationship has been commonly observed in the zone of the
westel'lies in the northern hemisphere.
FigUl'e 3 shows another example of openAcelIular conditions, this time in the north Atlantic. This
picture is unusual in that it shows an undisturbed openAcellular pattern covering thousands of square
miles with no sign of any larger~scale organization in the clouds. It is more common to see, at some
point in an extensive field of cumulus cloud such as tpis, a small area with greater convective activity
and some spiral banding. These formations represent the effects produced in the cumulus cloud field
by upper-level shortwave troughs as they move across the field of cellular cloud. Pertnrbations in the
upperAlevel flow produce recognizable cloud formations in this type of cumulus pattern; these will be
discussed more fully in section 3.3.
The closed cellular pattern typical of the south-east quadrant of a polar high appears in Figure 4.
Here subsiding air results in a vast area of closed cellular cloud. This pattern is observed principally
where a marked inversion or stahle layer is present below 3,000 m (10,000 ft.) imd effectively caps
convection. The clouds forming this pattern are predominantly stratocumulus. The cell size in the
pattern can vary greatly (compare the larger cell at A to the smaller one at B in Figure 4). The reasons
for these variations are not yet fully understood.
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Closed cellular patterns are obsel'ved extensively in the eastern portion of the subtropical highs.
The pattern shown off the west coast of North Amel'ica in Figure 5 is typical for these areas. The surface winds in the area shown in the pictul'e aTe from the north-north-east. Note that the cell size gradually decreases in this pictme from west (point G) to east (point H). The clouds furthest east (around H)
have a flat stratiform appearance. This is typical of the stratns along the California coast. Figure 6
shows similar cloud conditions off the north-west coast of Afl'ica. The area north of the Canary Islands
(C, Figure 6) is completely cloud covered. Here (A, Figure 6) the cellular pattern appears as a series
of brighter, thicker cloud elements or "cells" with diffuse grey areas between them. This type of pattern
is mainly stratocumulus. The effect of the islands on the cloud distribution is clearly visible in this
picture. N orth-north-east surface flow at the tim.e of this picture has produced clearing down'wind
(south) of the islands. The effect on the clouds shown here is typical for islands of appreciable height.
It is often possible to obtain estimates of low level wind direction from the distribution of low cloud
in the vicinity of islands.
The cellular patterns which appear in Figure 7 are typical of the kind that occur over vast areas
of the tropical oceans. Here we observe both open and closed cellular cloud forms (A and E, Figure 7)
which quite closely resemble tbe cellular pattems of higher latitudes. The cellular forms that occur
near the equator have not as yet been studied in any detail. The exact mechanisms that produce them
and their relationship to the structuTe and motions of the tropical atmosphere are not fully understood.
More progress in this area will be possible with the complete daily coverage of the tropics that is provided
by operational satellites.

2 .4

Banded patterns

The predilection of clouds to organize into ro,ys, lines, and bands 1 of all sizes has long been recognized (Kuettner, 1959). Satellite pictures make it possible to observe directly for the first time both
the larger cloud hands in their entirety and the distribution of the smaller bands. When present in
large numbers, small mesoscale cloud bands appear as patterns which vary in appearance according
to the mechanism responsible for producing them. Because of this, these banded patterns can be used
to make inferences concerning both the wind and the temperature fields in the area where the clouds
occur, and to identify p'articular synoptic situations.
Under certain wind conditions, convective cumulus forms into banded rathel' than cellular patterns.
Possible mechanisms for producing cloud bands in air that is being warmed from below have been
identified hoth in the laboratory and in theoretical investigations (summarized by Brunt, 1951). The
findings to date show that two factors playa leading role in the formation and orientation of convective
cloud bands: (1) the amount of momentum exchange through the convective layer and (2) the degree
of wind shear through the convective layer. These studies suggest that when convective clouds form
into bands, the bands are aligned in the same direction as the wind shear through the layer of convection.
From this it follows that if the wind increases but does not change direction with height, convective
cloud bands aTe oTiented in the same direction as the wind since the direction of the wind and the shear
are the same. But if the wind increases and does change direction with height the oTientation of convective cloud bands approximates the direction of the thermal wind through the convective layer where
the clouds occur. Studies of TIROS pictmes for both tbe tropics and the mid-latitudes support this
1 The term "cloud hand" as used operationally refers to a cloud formation with a distinct long axis where the ratio of
length to width is at least four to one. The narrowest of these formations are called "cloud lines". In general, a cloud line is
many cloud elements (as previously defined) long but only one element ,vide.
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relationship (Hubert, 1963). Experience in applying this relationship to picture interpretation shows
it to be a useful and reliable onc. To get the maximum information from cloud bands they should be
analysed in conjunction with any available surface and upper air reports. In regions of sparse data,
the two types of obscl'vation used together will give a much better picture of the wind and temperature
field than can he obtained from either type of observation used alone.
Cumulus cloud bands frequently occur in cold continental air that is being rapidly heated from
below as it moves o:ffshol'C over the ocean. Figul'e 8 shows this type of banded pattern over the Atlantic
Ocean to the east of Canada. At the time of picture, north-west winds prevailed west of the 50 0 meridian
from the surface through the 500 mb level. Where offshore cold air advection is perpendicular to the
coastline, there is usually a relatively clear area 65 to 95 km (40 to 60 miles) wide between the coastline
and the place where the clouds can fiTst be detected in a satellite picture, In Figure 8, the edge of the
pack ice (the naTrow white area along the coastline from B to D) forms the effective shoreli;ne-. The
cloud-free area to the east of the ice edge can be clearly seen in the picture. Narrow cloud lines appear
just to the east of the clear area and gradually inCl'ease in width downwind toward F. Where the clouds
first form (E, Figure 8) the upwind edge of the clouds has an indistinct fuzzy appearance suggesting
that the bands in this area are too narrow to be resolved by the satellite camera system. The nanowest
bands that can be detected in this picture are the ones most likely to be parallel to the low level wind
direction, The clouds which form these bands do not extend to very great heights, so the shear vector
through the layer where they occur approximates the low level wind dhection.
Another banding pattern off the eastern coast of North America appears in Figure 9. West of 65°W
longitude, north-west winds again prevail to 6,100 m (20,000 ft.) ; to the east of this line, baroclinicity
gradually increases in the direction of the front (J, Figure 9) which is visible on the horizon. Again,
as in the previous example, small cumulus cloud lines appear just offshore at point G in the northwestern pOl'tion of the pictul'e and grow in width down "Wind (H, Figure 9). Experience shows that
well· developed banded patterns immediately offshore are most often observed where there is a deep
layer of wind that has little turning with height. In synoptic situations such as Figure 9, the orientation of the bands (where they aTe small and narrow) approximates the low·level wind direction. But
as the convective clouds penetrate through an increasingly deeper layer, the bands become wider and
gradually tUTU until they parallel the thermal gradient along the front, Another feature worth noting
in this pictul'e is the closed cellular appearance of the cloud bands in the region around H. This indicates
that the convection is inhibited by a more stable layer; even though the bands appear larger here than
to the north-east, the cloaed cellular appearance suggests that the cloud tops are probably lower.
A banded pattern east of Japan is shown in Figure 10. Here, as in the previous example, northwest winds extend through a deep layer of the atmosphere. The bands here are most pronounced just
to the east of the islands, but after a short distance they quickly break down into an open cellular
pattern. Clear areas (C and D, Figure 10) are just to the east of the highest telTain of the islands. The
cloud pattern at W is produced by lee waves which will be discnssed later.
Figure 11 shows cumulus lines that have formed over southel'n Canada in unstable air to the rear
of a cold front (indicated by C). The pattern of small cloud lines can be seen best around point A. The
vertical development of these clouds is small, so the orientation of the lines in the pattern approximates
the direction of the surface winds. Surface wind reports wel'e available to confirm the relationship in
this case. Only very narrow lines such as these can be reliably related to sUl"face wind direction. An
open cellular cumulus pattern of the type commonly observed over the oceans appears at B." In ·this
"instance, the many hikes that cover the area provide sufficient moisture near the surface for this forma..
tion to occur over land.
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An example of banding on a much larger scale appears in Figure 12. Here we see three different
appearing cumuliform cloud bands (E, F, and G) that are in the southMeast quadrant of an anticyclone,
The surface winds over the area viewed are from the north-east at the surface but turn counterclockwise
with height. The arrows at H show some small-scale sub-banding internal to the large band F. The
orientation of these small cloud lines is more northerly than that of the larger bands and in this example
they approximate the direction of the surface wind to within 15 degrees. Many features of this formation remain unexplained. Band E appears to be made up of large closed cells whereas band F suggests
a pattern of large open cells. The area of suppressed cloudiness between hands E and F appears to be
composed ofvel'Y small open cells fOl'med by cloud elements at the threshold of camera resolution.
The cause of large bands of this type is not as yet completely understood. However, preliminary studies
indicate again a relationship bet"'iveen the gross orientation of the large bands and the thermal wind
vector through the layer of convective clouds.
Schematic examples of the organization of cumulus bands in the tropical Pacific have been pub~
Iished by Malkus and Riehl, 1964. Figure 13, taken from their study, shows a typical bauded pattern
formed by cumulus clouds and their anvil tops. In this particulal' case three different directions of
cloud alignment are produced by the shear between various layers of the atmosphere. The smallest
cumulus, those restl"icted to a layer neal' the earth's surface, form narrow cloud bands which are parallel
(parallel mode) to the mean 10wMlevel wind. Larger cumulus are aligned in rows that are parallel to
the shear (crosswind mode) between the mean lowel' wind and the mean wind in the upper part of the
convection layer 7,600 m (25,000 ft.) in this example. The anvils are aligned in the c1irectiou of the
shear between the upper tradewiud layer and the westerlies at 9,100 to 12,200 m (30,000 to 40,000 ft.).
Only the crosswind mode spacing in the diagram is drawn to scale. A vector diagram to the left of the
figure indicates the relationship of the cloud alignment to the -wind shear. Of the cloud lines described
above, only the large crosswind mode bands are readily discernible in pictures taken with the opera~
tional satellite camera system. The parallel mode cloud streets are too small to be resolved.
Figure 14, taken over the tropical Indian Ocean, is an example of how cloud lines that are oriented
in different dil'ections appear in a satellite picture. A l'elatively wide band (indicated by E) lies in an
east~west direction; smaller bands (indicated by F) to the north are oriented from north to south;
and a third north-eastJsouth-west alignment is suggested by the small bands at G and H. Because
various factors including the variation in shear and the vertical distribution of the static stability
affect the degree and the orientation of the different modes of banding it is difficult to interpret a pattern
such as the one in Figure 14 in the absence of othel' data. When comhined with other information,
however, banding patterns in the tropics can provide a considerable amount of useful information about
low-level winds (Johnson and Fett, 1964,). As a climatology of cloud patterns over the tl'opics develops,
banded pattern anomalies should prove to be useful in operational tropical analysis.
:Mountain lee waves produce another banded pattern which can be readily identified in satellite
pictures. The small bands formed by mountain waves in this fashion are transverse to the wind direction. Figure 15 shows an example of a wave pattern in an altocumulus formation over lVlexico. The
wave clouds which extend to the north-east of point A were produced by strong south-tv-est winds aloft
blowing over the Sierra ivladre (altitude: 1,800 ill (6,000 ft.) of western Mexico. Wave clouds also
appear in Figure 10 just to the north of point W. Here the wave pattern is in cUIDuliform clouds. The
small cloud lines fOl"med by these waves appear superimposed on the larger bands and are oriented
perpendicular to them. Wave patterns will be more fully discussed in section 4. l.
Wave clouds also form in cirrus near the jet stream and pl'oduce a small-scale banded patteI'u.
Figure 40 and Figure 41 both show examples of this kind of pattern.
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Indications of cloud structure

Differentiating between those clouds that occur at middle and upper levels of the troposphere and
clouds that OCCill' at levels close to the surface of the eaTth is a difficult problem in the interpretation
of television photographs from weather satellites. Many of the important, synoptic scale cloud systems
which we must try to recognize in satellite pictures consist of middle and high clouds, It is impol'tant
to be able to recognize these higher clouds when they occur over or adjacent to lower and less significant
clouds, The task of differentiating between high and low clouds "nIl be greatly simplified when infrared
measurements of cloud top telllpel'atUl'e fire available for opel'ational use, In the meantime, shadows,
highlights and cloud appearance can be used to help estimate the relative heights of clouds.
When the satellite views areas where the sun angle is low, abrupt cloud edges and tall cumuliform
cloud elements can pToduce shadows which are easily detectable in satellite pictures (Oliver, Anderson
and Ferguson, 1964; Fujita, 1963). The apparent width of a shadow depends on both the sun angle
and the vie-wing angle of the satellite relative to the sun. It is helpful to become familiar with the
shadow lengths possible for different cloud heights at the time of day the satellite passes over areas
of interest and to note their seasonal vUTiation, Shadows les8 than three miles wide are difficult to
identify because of resolution. Because of the height difference from surface to cloud top required to
cast a detectable shadow, the presence of a shadow usually indicates the presence of a high layer of
middle or high clouds or a cumulus cloud of considerable vel,tical devel.opment. Shadows are most
easily detected on undercasts of lower cloud, on lightgcoloul'ed terrain such us deserts and on snowcovered ground or ice·covered oceans. They are least easily seen over dark water slufaces.
In Figure 16, the edge of an extensive cloud area casts a shadow across central Greenland from
points K to L. This shadow is nearly 32 km (20 miles) wide, which suggests that the clouds are high
enough to be either cil'l'iform or high altostratus. A shadow such as this also clearly delineates the
clouds (M) from the quite similar appearing snow-covered area north of them (N, Figure 16). This
cloud formation is in south-westerly flow to the north-west of an upper level anticyclone centred near
Iceland.
Shadows and highlights also help to identify cumuliform structure in completely covered cloud
areas. Figure 17 shows a portion of a frontal band (oriented north to south through A) just to the
east of Newfoundland. The area around point A has a "pebbled" or Hlumpy" appearance which results
from the shadows cast by those· cumulifol'm cloud elements which are highlighted on the side facing
the sun and cast a shadow in the opposite direction. Shadow and. highlight effects are most pronounced
at high latitudes during the ,vinter season.
Shadows aid in properly identifying dense globular cirrus formations such as cirrus spissatus.
This cirrus species has a cumuliform appearance in satellite pictures that is often mistaken for cumulus
or cumulonimbus. An example of these clouds appears in FigUl'e 18 just nOl,th of the Gulf Coast. Shadows are visible to the northawest of each cloud element (as indicated by arrows A, B, and C, Figure 18)
suggesting that the tops of the clouds are at a relatively high altitude, While cloud shadows such as
these could be caused by cumulonimbus, the appearance of these clouds is not typical of cumulonimbus.
Where cumulonimbus are forming, cumuliform cloud elements of varying size are usually present
(see Figures 24 and 25). When cloud tops extend to different altitudes some are too low to cast detectable
shadows. In Figure 18, all of the cloud elements have shadows of the same size; this suggests immediately that this is a formation of cirrus rather than cumulonimbus.
Cloud structure and type can also be determine~ by the semiatl'ansparent nature of some cloud
formations. When it is possible to detect lower clouds or land forms through a cloud layer, then that
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layer is usually cirrostratus or thin altostratus. In Figure 19, the cloud surface to the south~east of a
line extending from A to B has a mottled appearance. This effect results when lower cumuliform clouds
are viewed through a higher stratiform cloud layer. Where lower clouds are present (such as at D),
the cloud layer appears brighter; where no lower clouds are present, the dal'k surface beneath gives
the cloud layer a grey appearance (such as at E aud F). The edges of lower clouds also appear more
diffuse when viewed through thin higher clouds. The cumuJiform cloud band which begius at the
Japanese coast (G) and extends to the south-east exhibits this characteristic. At G, where there are no
high clouds, the cumuliform elements are hright with well· defined edges. But to the south· east (at
point H), where this same formation is visible through the high clouds, the lower cloud elements appear
less bright and have indistinct edges. This latter appearance is typical of lower clouds when they are
viewed through a layer of thin high cloud. The cumuliform clouds that extend from C to D show the
same changes in appearance as they extend beneath the higher cloud-layer. The cumuliform cloud
edges are least distinct at D, suggesting that the overlying clouds are thicker there.
Figure 20 shows another example where high ciTrus is present oveI' lower cumuliform cloud bands.
Here again the higher cirrus layer is detectable because of the change 6f appearance in the band of
lower cumuliform cloud that exteuds uorth-westward from point J to K. At J the low cloud band has
distinct edges and the relatively cloud-free areas to either side of the band are dark, indicating little
high cloudiness is present. North-west of J the edges of the band become less distinct and the areas
to either side more grey, suggesting an incl'e~se in cirrostratus. At K the hand emel'ges from under the
cirriform cloud and can again he seen more distinctly. The cirrus formation here lies just to the south
of a jet stream that extends across the picture from E to F.
The cumuliform cloud elements that surround point C in Figure 21 appear brighter and seem closeI'
together. This suggests that these clouds are taller than the more widely spaced less bright cumulus
that are immediately adjacent. The taller clouds can be differentiated because of the oblique angle
at which the area is viewed and because of the low sun angle of 18 degrees at that point. Since the area
around C is also immediately to the rear of the vortex (A), one would also expect the unstable air to
be deepest here.
If cumulus clouds are equally spaced, areas of taller cumulus will appear closer together than
areas of shorter clouds when both are viewed at an oblique angle. This effect is illustrated in Figure 22.
If the clouds are low, the open spaces between them are still visible from a distance; as cloud height
increases, more cloud surface and less open area are seen until the open areas completely disappear
from view. With satellites of the TOS system, cumulus clouds near the picture edges -will be approxi~
mately the same distance (750 nautical miles) from the satellite subpoint as the satellite's altitude
above the earth's surface. Thus, in these pictures, those cumuliform cloud groupings observed near
a picture's edge "Will block from view an area to their rear whose width is approximately equal to their
height. Figure 22 shows how doubling the cloud height will cause such cloud fOl'mation to appear
ovm·cast. Equally spaced cumulus clusters with similar ho:rizontal dimensions appear much the same
no matter what their height if they are viewed fI'om directly above. For this reason it is often possible
to tell more about the vertical structure of cumulus cloud fields when they are viewed tvvice, £rst directly
from above, and then from an angle.
At low sun angles, areas of taller clouds viewed obliquely appear bl'ighte1' because of the increased
illumination of the sides of the clouds. In al'eas where cumulus are tall, but still have considerable
space between them, more total area of bright cloud surface is seen than where cumulus clouds are
lower. This combined with the perspective effect is often useful in interpreting clouds in northern
latitudes.
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Texture

The term texture applies to the general appearance of the upper surface of extensive cloud-covered
areas. Variations in cIoud type, in cloud thickness and in cloud top height all combine to make cloud
surfaces appear eithel' smooth, lumpy Or fibrous in texture.
Clouds of smooth appearance are generally stratiform in nature. Two areas of cirrostratus, one
around point F in Figul'e 19, and the other near the centl'e fiducial of Figure 20, are both good examples
of smoothly textmed clouds. Fog and stratus formations such as the clouds at point A in Figure 107
also appear quite smooth when viewed from above.
When cumulifol'm stl'ucture is present, shadow effects can make upper cloud surfaces appear
lumpy in texture. The uneven cloud tops which produce this type of textUl'e are present in both
Figure 17 and Fignre 28.
Cil'l'uS that vaTies in thickness often has a distinct fibrous appearance. Figul'e 23, a photograph
taken over northel'l1 Brazil, shows a;n extensive area of fibl'OUS cirrus to the south of the 5 0 S latitude
line. Areas of fibrous cirrus as lal'ge as this are usually seen only in the tropics. At middle and high
latitudes ciuus is more likely to be smooth and stratifoTID in appearance.

2 .7

Cumulonimbus clouds

A mature thundel'storm is large enough to be seen easily in a satellite picture. The average diameter
of these mesoscale storms is from 8 to 16 km (5 to 10 miles) but they often occur in clusters which can
be much larger. From satellite altitude, cumulonimbi are relatively easy to recognize. Their cirriform
anvils, their high reflectiVity and the shadO';vs they produce all combine to give a characteristic appear·
ance. Not only do cumulonimbi pinpoint areas of potential severe weather hut they also reveal a
considerable amount of information about the wind and temperature field of theiT environment. Tropical
cnmnliform clonds of all sizes appear in Figure 24. The largest brightest clond areas (indicated by P
and Q) are clusters of cumulonimbi over the Gulf of Guinea. These clouds, due to then' greater thick·
ness, are the bl'ightest seen in the picture and represent an area of active thunderstorms. In contrast,
the cloud area around R has a mottled appearance which suggests that the clouds here are mainly
middle and high cloud debl'is of previous thunderstOl'm activity. Examples of single cumulonimbus
clonds (indicated by arrows) can be seen jnst off the Nigerian Coast. Inland (sonth-east of S) the Nigerian coastall'egion is covered with fair-weather cumulus. The cloud field he1'e is composed of individual
clouds at or below the threshold of came1'a resolution. Cumulus clouds of this size appear as a nebulous
sheet and their "distribution is quite sensitive to land-water areas (El'ickson and Hubert, 1961,). This
laUer effect is evideJlced by the abTupt termination of the clouds at the coastline. The cloud forms
in this picture are typical of equatorial convective cloudiness.

An area of cumulonimbus activity over Texas is shown in Figure 25. Again, the major cloud
formation in the centre of the pictuTe is a elusteI' of cUlllulonim"bi whose tops have merged together
to f01'ID a cirrus shield. The ciulls is very smooth and ve1'y bl'ight in appearance. Since the winds
aloft here al'e quite light (less than 10 knots at 500 mb), no cil'rus plnmes have been prodnced and the
clouds appear fairly symmetrical. Symmeu'y is particularly evident ill the smaller cloud elements
(A, B, C, Figure 25) which appear neal'1y round in the picture. The pl'esence of cumulonimhi in this
form indicates that the1'e is very little shear through the convective layer. Such cumulonimbi al'e
nsnally observed in areas of light wind.
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The cumulonimbi in Figure 26 can be easily identified by their cirrus plumes (indicated by A)
which extend towards the north-west. Cirrus plumes can also serve as indications of shear (Erickson,
1964). Where shear is pl'esent, a cumulonimbus has a sharp cloud edge on one side of the formation
and an indistinct or fuzzy edge on the other. The fuzzy edge is caused by the cil'l'uS plume which
extends downwind in the dil'ection of the sheaI'. In Figure 26, the sh.l'p edge of the line of cumuJonimbi is on the side opposite to the plumes at B. El'ickson (1964) suggests that ciTrus plume orientation
may approximate the diTection ofthe upper level winds themselves (Tathel' than the shear) ifthe cumulonimbus producing the plume remains stationary. Relatively stationary thunderstorms can be produced
by the effects of local topogTaphy such as mountain peaks or small heated islands. By indicating shear
and at times direction, cirrus plumes can be a useful qualitative aid to upper level wind analysis in the
tropics.
An example of cumulonimbi at high latitudes is shown in Figure 27. The two large cloud elements
indicated by E are cumulonimbus clusters. They are part of the spiral cloud formation in a decaying
vortex which extended from the sUl{ace through 500 mb. The cumulonimbi have shal'p edges at E
and indistinct edges at F ; this indicates shear towaI'ds the south-east, The bands of cellular cumulus
appear to spiral cyclonically toward the vortex centre, but shear as indicated by the cirrus plumes
is in the opposite direction or anticyclonic. This suggests that the winds around this low are stronger
at the surface than aloft.
When cumulonimbus clouds occur over an area covered with extensive low clouds, the taller clouds
often can be identified by their shadow. Most of the clouds in FigUl'e 28 aTe to the north of a slowly
moving cold front. A deep current of moist unstable ail' moving from the south-west is being lifted by
the front. Near point C, a small group of thunderstorms can.be identified by their shadows. Radar
rep0l'ts showed that these clouds reached a height of 10,057 m (33,000 ft.). AnotheT al'ea of cumulonimbus clouds can be recognized at E. Here again, the vel·ticaIly developed clouds can be visually
separated from the lower more stratified clouds by means of shadow and highlights.

2.8

Clouds over snow and ice

Clouds over extensive areas of snow and ice are often difficult to distinguish from the equally
white surface below and therefore present one of the more difficult problems in pictul'e interpretation.
In addition, cumuliform clouds and small, isolated areas of snow such as the snow-covered tops of
mountains appear much the same when viewed from above. In spite of these difficulties, it is possible
to separate snow from clouds in satellite pictures by learning how to recognize snow-covered terrain.
Land form and vegetative cover are two important factors that determine the appearance of snowcovered terrain. The tops of mountain ranges form a white dendl'itic pattern (Fritz, 1962) ; snowcovered grassland appears much whiter than forestland covered '"\lith an equal amount of snOw. Because
of such differences, each snow-covered region of the world has its own unique appearance. Although
regional snow patterns change appreciably with the seasons, they val'y little from day to day; snow
covered ground appears as a pattern of landmarks which form a background to the ever~changing
cloud cover. If one learns to recognize ground pattel'ns it is possible to detect the presence of clouds
over snow, since they obscure this pattern. To identify snow patterns over unfamiliar regions, satellite
pictures taken on successive days can be used. While snO"\ll patterns will appear the same from day
to day, clouds seldom have the same appeal'ance from one view to the next.
u

The mountainous snowwcovered tell'ain of southern Norway is shown in Figure 29. The land area
in the picture is mostly cloud-free. The dendl'itic pattern formed by Sognefjord (east of point C) can
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be plainly seen in the pictul'e, as can the valleys to the east of the main mountain range (D, Figure 29).
The brightest areas are along the mountain ridges where vegetation is sparse. The darker areas outline
the shape of the valleys. :Here the snow~covered ground is obscured by coniferous forests or the valleys
are shadowed by the surrounding ridges. This dendritic pattern is typical of snow-covered, mountainous terrain.

The appearance of snow cover oyer relatively flat topography is shown in Figure 30. An area of
fresh snow lies to the south-east of a line that extends eastward from A to B. The snow pattern is

inteuupted by the ice-free waters of Lake Michigan (C), which lies in a north/south direction. The
snow~covered area is pI'edominantly open farmland with stands of deciduous trees. It has the typically
mottled appearance caused by differences in vegetation. Rivers appeal' as thin indistinct lines: the
Illinois River extends from D to E and the Wabash RiveI' from F to G. Othel' lines representing I'ivers
are indicated by the alTOWS at H. The rivers in this pictul'e appear as dal'k lines because more tl'ees
grow along their banks than elsewhere, so the snow cover is less visible. The white spot indicated by I
is a frozen lake; so are the smaller white dots to the west and south~west of it. The area to the west
and south of southern Lake Michig~n is completely cloud~free and represents a good example of the
pattel'n pI'oduced by snow when it covers gently rolling prairie land,
Another view of flat, cloud-free snow-covered tC1'l'ain is shown in Figure 31. River valley patterns
are absent in this pictUTC but the variations in whiteness produced by trees, grassland and fTozell lake·s
can be quite easily recognized. The whitest areas in the picture are ice~covered lakes.- Lake Winnipeg,
the largest, is visible at point A. The many small white spots in the fOTested area to the east of Lake
Winnipeg al'e also frozen lakes (indicated by B). The four dal'k areas east of Dare fOTested mountains.
The light grey area aTound C is snow cover on the wheat and grain farms of south~western lVlanitoba.
Arctic pack ice is seen quite cleal'ly in satellite pictm'es and can be mistaken for cloud. The edge
of pack ice in the Davis Straits is shown in Figure 32. Greenland appears at the right side of the piciuI'e
with its cloud~free offshol'e waters west of point L. The clouds oyer the water (M) are banded cumulus
produced by north&west winds. The dark al'eas to the east of points Nand 0 are sho1'e leads in the pack
ice which formed because of the off~shore wind or tides. Large-scale ice boundaries change very slowly
f1'om day to day. Keeping tI'ack of the position of ice boundal'ies on a daily basis both ovel' oceaus
and large lakes reduces the possibility of confusing ice with clouds. Figure 8 shows another example
of pack ice along the same shoreline.

2 .9

Clouds ave" deserts

In the dryer climates of the world, sparse vegetation combined with red and yellow soils and
rocks make the eal'th's surface highly reflective. These conditions produce the brightest terrain seen
in satellite pictures. The alkaliue and saline materials that form the bottoms'of d,'Y lake beds (playas)
are particularly l'eflective and have been mistaken fOl' cloud formations (Cronin, 1963). Patches of
thin cirrus cloud are often difficult to detect when they occur over bright desert sUIfaces. To intel'pret
clouds over desert areas it is helpful to know the geographical features of the region.
Figures 33 shows the arid region of south-eastern Egypt and northern Sudau. The Nile River
can be seen exteuding south-westward from Aswan (iudicated by A). The river appears again (B),
where it recurves to the south of the Nubian Desert. The lighter coloured tenain shown in this ;picture
is typical of arid regions, Compa,'e the coloill' of the terrain around poiut B (Figure 33) with the colour
of the snow-free land to the west of Lake Michigan (C) in Fignre 30. The forests to the west of the
lake appear almost as dark as the lake waters aud provide a good background for cloud recognition.
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The typical mottled light and dark grey appearance of the arid land in Figure 33 makes cloud identification more difficult in areas such as these. A group of clouds extends from D across the desert to the
Red Sea (C, Figure 33). These clouds have distinct shadows on their northern edges so are relatively
high, probably a form of cirrus. The lighter spots to the north of E are more difficult to identify. Familial'ity with the ground pattern would allow the proper conclusion as to whethel' or not they are clouds.
Salt flats in arid regions are quite similar in appearance to isolated cumulus clouds. In the reflec~
tivity study summarized in Table 3, White Sands, New Mexico - an area of white gypsum dunes
- ranked seventh. Once such bright terrain features are properly identified there should be no confu~
sion with clouds. Figure 34 shows the arid coastal area of southern Iran just to the north of the Gulf
of Oman. The bright spot indicated by B is a dry salt lake. This is an intermittent lake centred in the
larger Kar salt swamp which extends to the north as an area of a light grey appearance. Another
extensive salt flat and salt marsh is indicated by A in the picture. Here, there is no extremely bright
area such as at B to the east. The entire picture is cloud~free except near the northern horizon.

2,10

Sun glint

Water usually appears dark in satellite pictures because of its low reflectivity in visible light.
However, when water is viewed in such a way that specular reflection of the sun enters satellite cameras,
the water will appear bright. The areal extent of the reflection and its brightness will depend on the
roughness of the water surface. A smooth surface will act as a mirror and produce a small bright reflection, but a rough surface will produce a less brilliant but larger reflection (Fritz, 1964). Bright small
sun glint areas over the ocean ,can be confused with clouds as can sun glint on small lakes and bays
(Cronin, 1963). Since sun glint appears at a different position on the earth in each successive satellite
picture, it is easily identified by comparing two adjacent pictures.
The change in size of sun glint areas from picture to picture gives some indication of the state of
the seas. From this information it is possible to make some inferences about the low-level wind regime.
Figure 35 shows two successive pictures taken over the Pacific Ocean by TIROS 9. A f,'ontal band (F)
extends across both pictures. The area to the north of the front is covered with cellular cumulus while
to the south skies are mostly clear. In the northernmost picture, Figure 35 A, a small bright area of
specular reflection (indicated by A) appears just to the south of the front. No such bright spot appears
in Figure 35 B, which is a view of the same area from a point further south. In this second picture the
area of specular reflection (indicated by B) has shifted southward and appears broad and diffuse. The
surface analysis nearest in time to the pictures (Figure 35 C) shows that the bright reflection at A is in
an area of light winds near the centre of the high, while the more diffuse reflection at B is in a region
where the surface winds are stronger. Such differences in specular reflection are useful for identifying
areas of light surface winds along the satellite track.

CHAPTER III

SYNOPTIC SCALE CLOUD SYSTEMS

Jet stl'eams, fronts and cyclonic storms all produce cloud formations which can be identified in
satellite pictures. The preceding discussion dealt vv-ith the identification of cel'tain types of clouds and
significant cloud paUcTus. In this chaptel' this knowledge is applied to the interpretation of synoptic
scale cloud patteI'us.

3.1

Jet stream clouds

:Many investigators (summarized in Relter~ 1963) have shown that distinctive cirriform cloud
formations occur along jet streams. Cirrus occurs most frequently on the tropical side of jet axes either
in the form of an extensive cirrus shield that ends abruptly along the jet axis or in the form of long
narrow bands. Both types of cirrus formations have been identified in satellite pictures (Serebreny,
Wiegmau, and Hadfield, 1962 ; Conove~, 1962 ; Oliver et 01., 1964). A receut investigation hy Whituey,
Timchalk and Grey (1966) fouud that jet·associated cloud formations can he correctly ideutified iu
satellite views eight out of ten times and that it is possible to locate jet stream axes quite accurately
fl'Om the pictures. The results of Whituey et 01. (1966) iudicate that jet· associated clouds relate most
closely to the three-dimensional axis of maximum wind,
The most commonly observed jet~associated cloud formation is that which appears as an extensive
area, or shield of cirrus cloud along the tropical side of a jet axis. This cloud shield ends in an abrupt
edge near the jet axis. These cloud edges as viewed from a satellite have the following major charac~
te"istics (Whituey et al., 1966) : they extend ove,' a loug distance 500 to 1,700 km (300 to 1,000 miles) ;
the edges are rather smooth and straight or anticyclonically cUI'ved; there are no rapid changes in
curvature along the edge, The cloud shield can exhibit small-scale transverse bands either embedded
in the shield or appearing along its edge. The presence of the cirrus shield is sometimes obscured by
the pl'esence of a lower overcast deck of clouds poleward of the jet axis. In such cases the location of
the edge of the cirrus shield can be established by noting the difference in texture and brightness between
the cloud layers on either side of the jet axis. Cirrus formations with these characteristics usually
occur in those areas where large vertical motions are taking place,
There are two situations where jet-associated cirrus shields are commonly observed in satellite
pictures. One is illustrated schematically in Figure 36 A, which shows a large amplitude progressive
trough with variahle wind speed along the jet axis. Whituey et al. (1966) investigated a jet configuratiou
of this type. They fouud that east of the trough line, the edge of the jet produced cloud shield (heavy
shading, Figure 36 A) paralleled the axis of the jet at the level of the maximum wind aud was most
shm'ply defined in the entrance zone immediately east of the upper~level trough. The Bame type of
jet eoufiguration has heen diseussed hy Newton aud Omoto (1965). They showed that the jet axis
through a progressive trough~ similar to that in Figure 36 A, has a greater amplitude than the contour
pattern at anyone level. In their model, the jet axis in the entrance zone of the wind maximum just
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to the east of the trough crosses the contours toward lower pressure at a rather sharp angle. This is
important to remember when using a cirrus cloud edge as a guide to upper-level analysis.
A second situation where a jet-associated cirrus shield is commonly observed involves two converging jets.. Figure 36 B shows schematicalIy how the cirrus clond shield relates to the How iu this
situation. The edge to the cirrus cloud. formation as it appears in satellite pictures is indicated by the
heavy shading which extends from point A to point C. The cirrus clouds are equatorward of the southern
jet axis frorn A to Band equatorward of the northern axis from B, to C. This relationship of the cirrus
cloud to the jet axes where two jets converge was reported hy Kadlec (1963) in a study based on cloud
observations from aircraft over eastern North America. A study based on satellite pictures (Oliver et al.,
1964) confirmed this relationship, and experience shows that it holds in other geographical areas. Reiter
and Whitney (1965), in an investigation of a converging jet configuration, such as the one in Figure 36 B,
found that the cloud edge was associated with the jet axis at the level of maximum wind and that
both the cloud edge and the axis of strongest wind extend from points A to C. Hel'e again, as with the
jet axis in a progressive trough, the cirrus cloud edge is aligned along the jet axis at the level of maximum
wind and is not necessarily parallel with the contours at anyone level.
Sharp cloud edges somewhat similar in appearance to the one just described, but unrelated to a
jet, also occur. Figure 36 C shows such a situation. At A, the cloud edge is near a jet axis; but fUl,theI'
to the west at B it is in an area of light winds and marks the zone between air from two different sources.
In the absence of other data the relationship of a sharp cirrus cloud edge to other large~scale cloud
features, such as vortices, can be used to assess the likelihood of the presence of a jet. A vortical cloud
pattern such as the one that appears in Figure 36 C would not normally have a jet along the northern
edge of its spiral cloud band.
Whitney et al. (1966) also report that along the cold side of frontal bands there are occasionally
sharp edges which can be confused with jet~associated clouds. Sharp edges of this kind can be distinguished from jet~associated clouds by their curvature since frontal band edges curve cyclonically toward
the centre of their associated vortex while edges associated with jets are either straight or anticyclonically curved.
An example of a jet-associated cirrus cloud shield appears iu Figure 37 A. The sharp, slightly
anticyclonic northern cloud edge of this formation crosses the picture from A to B. The cirrifol'ill clouds
here can easily be identified from the change in appearance of the clouds between C and D and by
shadows which appeal' along the edge of the high cloud.
A shadow helps to ideutify the edge of the cirrus in Figure 38. Here, the sharp cloud edge lies
parallel to a jet axis which extends aCl"OSS the picture from J to K. Without the presence of the shadow,
it would be quite difficult to distinguish between the lower clouds (A) north of the jct and the higher
cirriform clouds to the south.
Figure 39 shows the cloud stxucture where a jet crosses the fl'ontal cloud band of an occlusion.
The sharp cloud edge equatorwal'ds of the jet axis curves anticyclonically across the picture fl'om R
to S, while the frontal band CUl'ves cyclonically from P into the vortex at Q.
Cirrus clouds along a jet occasionally exhibit banding nearly perpendicular to the upper flow.
This transverse banding often turns downwind on the edge neaTest the jet. Figure 40 shows transverse
banding in the cloud shield (A to B) produced by a subtropical jet (A to B) located over the west coast
of J\!Iexico. Transverse banding in cirrus is observed ovel' both land and water and helps to identify
a cloud formation as jet-associated.
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Another example of banding along a cinus edge appears in Figure 41 A. Small transverse bands
appear between P and Q just to the south-of the edge of the thin cinus clouds. This is another example
of two converging jets. The position of the jet axis is taken from an operational analysis. Note that
the cloud edge crosses to the TIOl,th of the analysed position of the southern jet axis near Q, indicating
that the isotach maximum is actually similar to that shown in Figul'e 36 B.
Long nanow cin'us streaks, or st:riations in patches of cirriform cloud (A, Figure 42) indicate strong
upper winds but are not reliable for positioning a jet axis (Whitney et al., 1966). In most situations
where formations of this type m'e observed, there is very little change in the wind direction through
the cirrus cloud layer, Therefore, the orientation of narrow cirrus bands or streaky cinus can often
be used to estimate the direction of the uppel'dlevel flo,-,.-.

Figure 43 shows a cirrus band more than 2,300 km (1,400 miles) long. The sharp poleward edge
to this formation identifies it as jet cirrus. The cyclonic CllrvatUl'e seen to the east of 95 0 E is rare fOl'
jet ciTrus. The white areas to the north of the cirrus band are mostly snow-covered mountain ranges.
It is often quite difficult to locate the subtropical jet over ocean areas because of the scal'city of
surface and upper ail' reports. Figure 44 A shows the cloud band over the eastern Atlantic that extends
from 15 oN, 30 0 W (P) north-eastward over Africa to 25 oN, 00 (Q). This band was associated with a
wind maximum south of a cut-off low aloft which was centl'ed near 30 oN, 20 oW. This is another example
of two converging jets. Ail'craft flying south over the ocean just to the west of Cap Blanc (5) reported
the strongest winds to be associated with the jet axis located closest to the band rather than with the
one further north.

3 .2

Frontal hand.

The "f\ridth and characteristic appem'ance of frontal cloud bands observed from a satellite are a
function of the vertical motions associated -w-ith the front. Based upon the Norwegian model, fronts
can be divided into two classes: (1) fronts where ail' is rising due to active up glide motion and (2) fronts
where ail- is sinking because of active downglide motion. In the first situation the winds above the
front _aTe nearly parallel to the front, while in the second the winds an mOTe nearly perpendicular.
Using another approach, fI'onts can be thought of as zones of concentTated baroclinicity. Applying
vorticity advection concepts, the vertical motions along Il'onts are a function of the distribution of
thermal and relative vOl·ticity advection with maximum vCl'tical motions concentl'ated within the
zone of strongest bal'oclinicity (Sanders, 1963). The variations of cloud stl'ucture and distribution along
frontal bands as observed from a satellite provide considerable information regal'ding the winds and
vertical motion in the vicinity of a front.
The l'elative activity of a front depends upon its relationship to the upper~level winds. In general,
active fronts are found in advance of upper-level troughs where large-scale upwal'd vertical motion
is taking place; inactive fronts are found to the rear of uppeI'~level troughs in the region of large-scale
subsidence. A. summary of the charactel'istic appearances of active and inactive fronts as seen in satel~
lite pictures follows (Oliver, 1965 A).

(a) Active cold fronts
The clouds associated with an active cold front generally appear as a combination of both stable
and unstable cloud types. These frontal bands average three degrees of latitude in width and have a
clear-cut edge on one or both sides where cloud type, and often cloud amount, change abruptly. W~en
this type of frontal cloud band exten,ls poleward into the cold air as far as the jet stream (A, Figure 45)
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it usually contains long streaks parallel to the upper "vinds. The characteristics of a frontal cloud band
changes where a jet axis crosses the front. North of the jet axis the clouds have illOl'e texture and appear
cumuliform while immediately south of the jet axis they appear much smoother. A widening of the
frontal band with a bulge toward the warm air side (C, Figure 45) usually indicates that a jet axis is
crossing the front at this point.

(b) Frontal waves
The formation of a wave on a frontal cloud band is indicated in satellite pictures by a widening
of the frontal cloud band (B, Figure 45). The middle and high clouds which accompany an active front
become thicker and more extensive near a developing wave. Where the frontal band is widest the
edge of the cloud along the cold side of the band has convex curvature to"wards the cold air. Thus a
wave development is easy to detect because the trailing edge of a fI'ontal band is almost always curved
concavely towards the cold air except when a frontal wave is present. There is no recognizable circula·
tion centre visible in frontal clouds during the early stages of wave development.

(e) Active warm or stationary fronts
The cloud band accompanying an active frontal system is generally vridest over the stationary
or warm sectors (B, Figure 45). The surface position of a warm front such as D in Figure 45 can seldom
be located in satellite pictures. Warm frontal cloud bands are associated with a zone of maximum
haroclinicity - i.e., the area where the front is steepest. The surface position of the front can be a
considerable distance equatorward of the active p oxtion of the front and can be obscured by general
warm sector cloudiness. Bands of cumuliform clouds in the warm air (E, Figure 45) often approach
and merge with an active but quasiastationary frontal band. These cumuliform bands are most often
observed to the west of the position where the wal'm sector ridge line (F, Figure 45) intersects a cold
front. These bands generally mark the place where a cold front changes to a warm front or becomes
quasiastationary.

(d) Inactive cold fronts and stationary fronts
A dramatic change is apparent in satellite pictures at the point where air motions associated with
a cold or stationary front change from active upglide Illotion to descending motion. The wide, muItia
layered b~nd of the active front abruptly narrows and becomes ragged and cumuliform in appeaxance.
This change in cloud structure along a front provides a good indication as to the location where the
500 mb trough line intersects the frontal band. The vertical shear in the friction layer of an inactive
front can cause the low cumuliform clouds there to organize into small bands neaTly pexpendicular
to the orientation of the laTgel'~scale fI'ontal band. Inactive fronts to the rem' of upper troughs often
appeal' to split into two bands. Frequently, subsidence ahead of an inactive front can pI"oduce a na1'l'OW
zone of clear skies immediately in advance and parallel to the front. Narrow clear zones as long as
1,100 km (700 miles) have been observed in these situations.

(e) Inactive warm fronts
Many warm fronts appear on surface analyses fol' which no frontal clouds are observed in satellite
pictures. In these cases th61'e is either no zone of concentrated baroclinicity. no l'elative advection,
or little moistul'e associated with the front.
The important change in frontal band appearance that takes place where an active cold front
becomes inactive is shown in Figure 46. This picture shows a 500 rob trough line Cl'ossing a frontal
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cloud band in the vicinity of point A. The portion of the {l'ont to the north of point A is in advance
of the upper-level trough line. Upward vertical motion in this area is at H maximum and the frontal
cloud band is relatively wide 1-nth no breaks appal'cnt in the clouds. South-west of point A the frontal
band is much narrower and appears ragged and full of breaks. This portion of the front is to the rear
of the upper tl'ough line and is in an area where the air aloft is sinking. The frontal band in this area
is compose~ mostly of cumuliform clouds. East of the trough line where the front broadens the clouds
are multi-layered and the cloud tops have a slllooth appearance.
The abrupt decrease in frontal-cloud height that occurs liear the point where the upper trough
line intersects the front is shown in Figure 47. This example shows cloud-top temperatures along a
frontal band as measured by the High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) on Nimbus I (Oliver
and Nordberg, 1965). The whitest elouds in the picture are the coldest. The frontal band is white
(high elouds radiating at a cold temperature) at its northern end. Near 40 Nand 140 W the band
becomes much darker, indicating warmer cloud tops and a marked lowering in the height of the clouds
along the front. This change in cloud height is close to the position where the upper air trough Cl'osseS
the front, The hand continues westward from this point to the edge of the IR data and is made up
of lower, warmer clouds, The thin cloud line (P) which approaches from the south and merges with
the front is unexplained.
The change in cloud characteristics where a jet axis crosses a front is shown dramatically in Figure
48 A, The shado·w cast by the cloud edge along the jet axis call be clearly seen between 50 and 55 degrees
north. The clouds to the south of the jet have a smooth stratiform appearance while to the north the
fl'ontal band appears more "lumpy" and cumuIiform. The front spirals north around the vortex (A)
near the horizon. The leading edge of the middle and high cloud in advance of the front can be followed
in the picture from F to G. Nm'th of the jet, it is possible to identify the more active pOl,tion of the
frontal band from shadows and highlights. The real' edge of the thickeT clouds along the more active
portion of the front casts a shadow which extends northwards from S. West of this shadow the clouds
are lower and have a smoother appeal'ance than they do to the east of it. The striations in the eastern
portion of the frontal band have an orientation similal' to that of the anticyclonic shear through this
cloud layer.
It is also possible to locate the position of short wave ridge lines from cloud formations such as the
one in Figure 48 A. To the north of the jet~associated cloud (cross-hatched area in Figure 48 B), there
is a broad band of cloud between the 500 mb shortwave trough and ridge. North of 57 degrees, the
edge of this cloud is practically coincident with the 500 mb ridge line. The 500 mb winds are relatively
weak across the ridge line in this area but have sharp, anticyclonic curvature. South of 57 degrees,
the wind speed through the ridge line increases towards the jet axis and the anticyclonic CUl'vature
becomes less marked. Here the middle and high clouds extend somewhat east of the 500 mb ridge
line. This relationship of middle and high clouds to shortwave Tidge lines is observed quite consistently.
An example of a developing wave is shown in Figure 49, In this picture, a front associated with
a strong bal'oclinic zone extends northeastwal'd across the Gulf of Mexico and along the east coast
of the United States. The 500 mb trough approaching from the west is inducing the formation of a
wave on the front at point A. Here the frontal cloud band has become wider and shows convex curvatm'e
towards the cold air. Two days later this wave developed into the fully occluded storm sbown in Figure 62.
Sharp thin cloud lines are often observed along the leading edges of cold fronts (indicated by N,
Figure 50). Such lines are most commonly observed along the less active portions of fronts which
extend into subtropicall'egions, The thin cloud .line on the warm edge of the frontal band in Figure 50
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contained cumulus that were reported by radar to be as high as 6,100 m (20,000 ft.) when the line was
160 km (100 miles) south of Miami (0). Also evideut iu this picture is the wideuiug of the frontal baud
and increased frontal cloudiness where the front becomes more active (P). To the rear of the front
in this February picture there is extensive banded and cellular cumulus over the warm waters of the
Gulf of Mexico (Q) and the Atlantic (R). However, over the Florida peninsula, where the earth's surface
is cold aud dry, the air is relatively cloud-free.
In the summer season, frontal clouds over high latitude oceanic areas are often difficult to identify
because of surrounding low stratus and fog. Such a frontal cloud band extends from A to B in Figure 51.
Because of its greater thickness, this frontal band appears somewhat brighter and more dense than
the surrounding lower cloud and fog. The mottled appearance of the area in the south·east half of
Figure 51 is typical of oceanic fog and stratus. Because of its similar appearance, such an area of low
clouds and fog can be confused with an area of cirrostratus over cumuliform clouds (described in section 2.5). This difficulty can sometimes be resolved if mountainous terrain is present, since a mountain
barrier would produce orographic effects only in low clouds but not in high clouds. For instance, in
Figure 51 there are thick clouds to the south of the Aleutian Islands (at E, F and G) while it is clear
to the north. This indicates that the clouds involved are relatively low and that the islands have produced an orographic effect in the cloud deck. which would have been absent had the clouds been at a
higher level.
Sometimes there is no distinct frontal band in evidence but only a change in cloud form. Figure 52 A
shows a cold front south of Japan. The cold air is filled with cellular cumulus. In the vicinity of the
front the character of the clouds changes; although they are still cumuIiforID in appearance, the clouds
are grouped in larger clusters. Although not continuous, the more obvious band in the picture extends
from N to O. However, on the basis of surface data, the frontal position extends from P to O. This
appears to he the position where the character of the clouds first begins to change from a cellular pattern
to a more linear arrangement of cloud elements oriented in the same direction as the front. Fronts such
as this which appear as transition zones in the over-all cloud pattern require more study to determine
their particular characteristics.
Figure 53 A shows a large portion of a cyclonic storm in the North Atlantic. By noting the
position of other cloud patterns in relation to the frontal band in a picture such as this, it is possible,
with a little practice, to make sorile estimates I'egarding the wind flow for this synoptic situation. Note
that the frontal cloud band forks at P near the position of the upper trough line. This indicates the
change in direction of the upper flow. The cumulus in the cold air to the rear of the front has diffel'ent
characteristics at Q and R. The closed cellular appearing clouds (R), south-west of the jet, occur where
the surface wind flow is anticyclonic. To the north-~ast of R, the character of the clouds changes where
the surface flow becomes cyclonic. In this picture, taken from an altitude of 1,600 km (1?000 miles),
the banding in the cold air cumulus at Q is below camera resolution so that area has a smoothly textured
appearance. Farther east, the bands become larger and are detectable. The vortex associated with
this fI'ontal system appears at S in the picture.
The frontal cloud hand in Figure 54 contains examples of many of the points just discussed. At
the northern end of the picture a shadow from F to G indicates where a jet ax~s crosses the front just
to the north. This is further confiI'med by the widening of the fl'ont towards the south-east at E. A
second extensive band of high clouds with a sharp northern edge crosses the front at C, suggesting
another wind maximum at this latitude. Further south at D. narrow cloud lines appear along the
leading edge of the front.
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Cyclonic disturhances in the mid-latitudes

Cyclonic disturbances in the atmosphere produce a group of spiral cloud patterns which are easily
recognized in satellite pictures. These range from the loosely Ol'ganized spiral cloud bands of secondary
vorticity maxima to the spectacular involuted cloud bands of deep cyclonic circulations. Cyclonic
disturbances of all sizes have vorticity maxima which can be thought of as a series of perturbations
superimposed on the basic flow of the planetary circulation. The vorticity of a given disturbance can
be concentrated either near the surface or high in the upper troposphel'e. Maxima of cyclonic vorticity
t.ravel along in the basic atmospheric flow alternately intensifying and weakening as they are affected
by varying temperature and moisture fields and stability distribution in the atmosphere. The appear~
ance of cloud patterns associated with cyclonic vorticity depend to a great extent upon the over-all
motion fields in the atmosphere. MatuI'e disturbances where circulatory motion predominates through
a deep layer appear much different than do those disturbances associated with vorticity maxima that
occur along upper, shortwave troughs.
A large mature storm that is hundreds of miles in diameter quite often has several secondary
vorticity maxima rotating around the primary disturbance centre. These important secondary vOl,ticity
maxima, as well as those vorticity concentrations which occur along trough lines, can be successfully
identified in satellite pictures by the distinctive cloud fOl'mations that they produce.

(a) Centres of maximum cyclonic vorticity
The cloud patterns produced by secondary vortICIty maxima are observed most often over the
ocean areas in the open cellular cumulus fields that occur to the rear of major cyclonic storms (Oliver,
1965 B). Because the classical frontal model did not account fOI' organized weather systems such as
these, concepts such as the "bent back occlusion" and the secondary cold front were developed in an
attempt to explain more adequately the weather in this region. As more upperRair data became avail~
able, it was apparent that the weather systems of so-called secondary cold fronts lay directly beneath
upper air, cold, trough lines and that they often coincided with the centre of cold domes - an unlikely
place for a fl'ont. Satellite pictures show that these cloud systems, frequently found to the rear of a
major storm or primary vortex, are in fact areas of intensified cumulus activity directly beneath or
slightly in advance of mid~tropospheric secondary cyclonic (positive) vorticity maxima.
Vorticity maxima can produce an area of increased convective activity in which the pattern has
no apparent organization (as around V in Figure 55) j it can produce a vortical pattern in the cumulus
bands suggestive of a rotation centre (point V, Figure 56) ; or it can produce a crescent or comma
shaped formation (Boucher et al., 1963) (V, Figure 57). The cloudiuess accompanying secondary vorticity maxima over oceans is primarily convective in origin. With a rapidly moving disturbance the
tops of the convective clouds merge into a continuous band of middle or high altostratus. These clouds
form into the Hcomma" shape which experience shows to be closely correlated with the area of maximum
mid-troposphel'ic, positive vorticity advection in advance of such a disturbance. The widest part of
the formation is concentrated in advance of the centre of curvature of the comma with the cloudiness
tapering to a point towards the rear end of the comma. Over land, where there is much less moisture
available in the lower levels, cloud patterns associated with secondary positive vorticity maxima are
either poorly developed or non-existent.

An example of a poorly developed comma shaped formation (V) appears in Figure 58. This was
associated with a relatively strong vorticity maximum along an upper-level trough. The clouds are
mostly mi(ldle-Ievel cumuliform and appear quite ragged. The trough passing over the semi-arid region
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of northern Mexico had little circulation at low levels. Wherever these formations appear, they disclose the presence of these concentrations of cyclonic vorticity which can playa major role in storm
development.

(h) Developing cyclonic storms
S. Petterssen (1956) and others suggest that wave development leading to major cyclogenesis occurs
at low levels along a front only when and where an area of appreciable upper tropospheric vorticity
advection becomes superimposed upon a slowly moving or quasi~stationary front at sea level. The
experience of the meteorologists at the United States National Meteorological Center over the past
ten years strongly supports Petterssen's hypothesis. In order to predict cyclogenesis, however, it is
first necessary to locate and track these important mid-tropospheric centres of circulation. It is now
possible in many instances to do this by using satellite pictures to follow the cloud formations produced
by centres of vorticity and vorticity advection.
The appearance of a developing surface wave was described in the previous section and illustrated
in Figure 48. In that example the upperAlevel vorticity advection is over extremely dry air so no commashaped cloud is present. Figure 59 shows a developing storm over the western Atlantic Ocean, Here
we do see the comma-shaped cloud formation (A) in advance of a vorticity maximum. The frontal
band (B) at the bottom of the picture is wider immediately in advance of the approaching aI'ea of
positive vorticity advection. The primary vortex appears at the top of the picture at C.
Cyclonic development also takes place in the cold air to the rear of a front and can create a welldeveloped, spiral cloud system that is completely separated from the polar-front cloud band. This
type of development is more common than was realized before satellite observations were available.
Figure 60 A shows a well-developed secondary vortex (A) in the cold air tc the rear of a frontal band.
The primary vortex in this case reached its maximum development 48 hours earlier just east of Kamchatka. It became quasi-stationary at that time and can still be seen on the western horizon of the
picture at G. In the meantime, two secondary systems developed. The first moved along the polarfront band south-east of the primary storm and appears at E in the picture, The second one developed
deep in the cold air and is centred at A in the picture. There is a marked separation between the cloud
system of the secondary vorticity maximum developing in the cold air at A and the polar frontal band
(B, C, D). The effect of the approaching vorticity maximum (A) on the front is evidenced hy the
broadening of the front north-east of C ; this widening of the frontal band and the cirrus at F suggests
the presence of a wave on the front.
Figure 61 shows the cloud system of another major development (A) which occurred in the cold
air considerably to the north of the polar-front band (B). Again, the two formations are separated by
an area (C) of relatively cloud-free conditions. As can be seen, the complexities of deepening storms
can produce varied patterns both along and to the rear of frontal bands.

(c) J\i[at"re vortices
Storms that have developed to the stage where a closed ,vind circulation extends from the surface
through at least 500 mb are characterized by a band of relatively cloud-free air that spirals inwards
towards the centre of the storm. When deep storms of this type are quasi-stationary or moving slowly,
the major cloud band of the vortex may make more than one complete revolution inward towards the
storm centre (see Weigman et al., 1964). An example of this type of storm is the fully occluded system
appearing in Figure 62. (This storm developed from the wave shown in Figure 48.) Such fully developed
storms have little tilt with height, and the centre of the cloud spiral (B) corresponds closely to the
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centre of the three-dimensional wind circulation. Studies (Nagle, Clark and Holl, 1966) have shown
that advection plays an important role in producing the typical cloud pattern of this type of storm.
Often, cut-off lows take on these characteristics at their mature stage. Some storms in advance of
rapidly moving upper troughs develop closed circulations only at low levels. With this type of disturbance, the band of clear air behind the maj 01' cloud band never appears to spiral completely into
the centre of t1.c storm. The appearance of the~e disturbances falls between the comma formation
and the involuted band of a deep circulation. The examples that follow show cyclonic disturbances
of various types at differ-cnt stages of growth and decay.
The clouds associated with a decaying vortex, a vorticity maxima and a fI'ontal wave appear in
Figure 63 A. This picture covers the entire central North Atlantic from easteI'n North AmeTica (E) to
the A£l'ican coast (F). Figure 63B is the surface analysis and the 300 mb jet stream (indicated by the
arrows) for the aI'ea of the picture. The spiral bands at M aTe typical of a vortex in the decaying stages.
To the west of this formation, at K, spiTal cumulus bands and a concentration of convective cloudiness
in ,the northerly flow inmcaJe that a vorticity maximum is centred at approximately 32 0 N, 57°W.
Note t4at while these clouds are associated with an intensifying uppel'-level, shortwave trough, the
only indication of this upper-level system in the surface data is a slight cyclonic cU!vature of the surface
isobars. The frontal band around 35 0 W is broken up and somewhat disorganized, hut to the south~
West (L), immediately downstream from the high level vorticity maximum (K), the fl'ont becomes
wider and more active. With a satellite picture such as this one, which shows the cloud formation
produced by a vorticity maximum, the presence of an active, upper~level shortwave trough can be
diagnosed quickly and much more accurately than is possible by using conventional data alone. In the
next 48 hours the disturbance (L) on the front moved eastward and occluded.
Figure 64 A shows a cyclone family in the North Pacific. An occluding storm is centred at E. To
the east, a rather bl'oad frontal band extends through the central portion of the pictul'e narrowing
marked at F, where an upperglevel trough line intersects the front. A comma~shaped, cumuliform area
at G suggests a concentration of mid-tropospheric vorticity along the trough line at about 46°N, 176°W.
Note that the front bulges to the south-east at H; this is just south of the position where a branch
of the jet cuts across it towards the south-east. The upper-air data were insufficient to locate the jet
with any certainty west of 175°E. An example of the abrupt ending of middle and high clouds at shortwave ridge lines also appears in this picture. The edge of the clouds north~west of I at 173°E and north
of H at 164°W hoth cOl'l'espond closely with the position,S of shortwave 500 mh ridge lines.
A complex storm just to the east of Japan appears in Figure 65 A. The clouds associated with the
low at D suggest that the situation may be somewhat more complex than the analysis shows. The
spiral organization in the clouds around D suggests a vorticity centre in that area while the arc~shaped
cloud formation just east of E suggests a second centre in that area. Another vorticitygproduced cloud
formation, this time centred in an extensive al'ea of open cellular cumulus, appears at H in the eastern
portion of the pictul'e. This is to the Tear of a primary vortex (I), which can be seen on the horizon.
Two waves appear along the front; one at F and one at G. The only evidence of the wave formation
at G is a slight cyclonic curvature in the surface isobars and the widening of the frontal band that
appeal's in the picture. This wave continued to develop during the following 24 hours.
Also of note in Figure 65 A is the cellular and banded cumulus immediately to the east of Japan (J).
Compare the orientation of these bands with the surface -winds and the directiop. of the upper air flow
as iudicated by the jet axis. In this view from an altitude of approximately 1,600 km (1,000 miles),
only the very largest cloud bands are resolved. The orientation of the bands visible in the picture
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relates most closely to the existing thermal~wind vector through the convective cloud layer; in this
case at a large angle with the surface wind direction.
Some examples of the relationships of fronts, vorticity maximum and vortices are shown in Figures
66,67 and 68. In these three examples the 1,000 mb ane! the 500 mb analyses for the areas of the satellite pictures have been rectified to the same pCl'spective as the satellite views. The analyses represeI?-t
the best fit of the surface and 500 mb contours to the satellite cloud formatiolls, and are based on the
latest findings regarding these relationships. The analyses are compatible with all the con~entional
data available at the synoptic reporting times nearest to the time of the pictures, and are adjusted
slightly towards the times of the satellite pictures.
In Figure 66, a relatively broad frontal band extends from point E northaeastward to point F.
The cloud formation produced by a vorticity maximum is seen at point A in the cold air to the rear
of the front. A weak 500 rob trough line crosses the frontal zone at point B. At point G, to the rear
of this trough, the frontal band is thinner, and breaks appear in the clouds. The two bright cloue! bands
at C and D are orographic clouds on the windward side of the Coast Range and the Rocky Nlountains
of British Columbia. Note the extensive clear area immediately to the east of the well-developed comma
cloud formation (A). Nearly cloudless skies al'e a common occurrence in advance of these formations
(see Figures 57, 58 and 59). Some of the clearest skies observed over the oceans in middle latitudes
occur just in advance of active, moving secondary vOl'ticity centres.
The spil'al cloud band in Figure 67 A is typical of the type associated with a slow-moving, cut-off
storm. Here the vortex has a closed circulation which extends through 500 mb. Storms of this type
have a clearly demarcated dry zone which spirals into the centl'e of the vortex immediately to the
rear of the major cloud band. In this example the dry zone (B) contains some low cumulus cloud.
Also visible in this picture is the change in frontal cloud chal'actel'istics between F and G at 140 0 W.
The line of change occurs where the jet axis Cl'osses the fl'ontal band. South of the jet (G) the clouds
have a much smoother texture than to the north of the jet (F). To the west oftlle frontal band at 165°W,
the intensified convection at H indicates a concentration of vorticity along the shortwave 500 mb
trough in this region. Twenty-four hours later as this vorticity maximum moved south-eastward, the
frontal band dissipated north of 45°,
Figure 68 A shows the area immediately to the west of that in Figure 67 A. The cut-off low appears
on the eastern horizon. The Aleutians (D) are again visible to the north and the Kalllchatka Peninsula
appears at C in the north-west COTner of the pictul'e. A newly occluded cyclone is in the centre of the
picture just west of B. To the west of this distul'bance a vOTticity maximum at 165°E has produced
curved bands of cumulus whose CUl'vatu.re is centred near point A. At 180 0 the clouds change tcxture
where the jet stream axis crosses the frontal band between F and G. East of G the clouds bulge to the
south~east immediately south of the jet axis and have the frayed appearance typical of cirriform clouds
that are dissipating east of a ridge line. To the 1101'th of the jet axis, the fTontal cloudiness ends abl'uptly
at about the position of the 500 mb ridge line.

3.4

Cyclonic distlll'hances in the tropics

Tropical cyclones 1 can be divided into t,vo classes: those in which intensity is greatest ileal' the
surface and decreases upward (warm core), and those in which intensity is greatest in the upper troposphere and decreases downward (cold core). Each type is usually accompanied with some {onn of cloud
I

The term "tropical cyclone" is used in the general sense to denote any cyclonic vortex in the tl'Opical troposphere.
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system that indicates its presence, but in the case of the weaker circulations it is not always possible
to identify a disturbance positively afJ either warm or cold core. Storms that develop become warm
core at a certain stage and can be identified as such fl'om satellite pictures. Early studies of satellite
pictures over the tropics were concerned to a considerable extent with learning first to identify disturbances which had the potential to develop into mature storms and secondly, with learning to estimate the
intensity of a storm once it has developed.
The characteristic cloud formations associated with developing tropical disturbances and mature
hurricane force storms as they appear in satellite pictures, are discussed in the folIo'ving paragraphs.

(a) Weak disturbances
Weak tropical disturbances generally appear as irregularly shaped areas of increased convective
activity. A large number of these disturbances are observed each season, but only a small percentage
ever develop into full fledged tropical storms. Weak disturbances are usually associated with an upperlevel cyclone or trough, or an easterly wave. Fett (1965) concluded from his investigations that weak
disturbances (1) almost never exhibit any lowerwlevel cumulus cloud lines which would indicate a centre
of circulation, and (2) show no clouds that would indicate organized anticyclonic outflow aloft.
A common weak disturbance is the easterly wave. The cloud formations associated with easterly
waves are often oriented along the wave axis; this is shown schematically at A in FiguIe 69 (Feu,
1964 A). Figure 70 is a picture of the cloud system accompanying a weak easterly wave disturbance
in the Cal'ribean. The clouds in the ragged overcast' area (A), as reported by aircraft reconnaissance,
were mainly of dense cirrostratus and altostratus and smaller areas of cumulonimbus (Feu, 1964 A).
As a tropical storm begins to intensify, the clouds form into a ucrescent" or "comma" 1 shaped
pattern that has a sharply defined western boundary (Figure 69, B and C). This formation is broad
towards the equator and becomes thinner as it curves towards the centre of the storm. According to
Fett (1965 B), at this intermediate stage of development, curved bands of cumulus which represent
the onset of a low level circulation are visible. Menitt (1964) has attributed the evidence of circular
banding at this stage to the closed circulation at mid-troposphere that accompanies a developing eastcIly
wav~ (as described by Riehl, 1954).
A storm typical of this stage of development is shown in Figme 71. The curvature of the cloud
bands to the south-west of the storm suggests a centre of circulation at A. The cloud bands here appear
to be low-level cumulus. The dense cloudy area (B) to the east has a relatively sharp western edge (C).
Figure 72 A also shows a storm at this stage of development.

(b) Intensifying storms (winds

<

34 knots)

As a tl'opical cyclone continues to deepen, the centre of circulation indicated by the ha~ded cloudiness disappears beneath a cirrus canopy. Feu (1965) reports that this change occurs as the storm changes
from a cold core to a warm core system. At this stage the cirrus becomes more organized and indications of outflow in the forill of striations and streamers appeal' in the cirrus shield. Thick spiral bands,
up to 2 degrees of latitude in width, form outside the central cirrus shield and spiral beneath it towards
the centre of circulation. Favoured locations of the two major hands are the south-west and northweast
quadrants of the storm. Figure 69 D schematically portrays the cloud distribution for a tropical storm
at this stage of development; tropical storm Amy shown in Figure 72 B is typical.
1 This "comma" is opposite in appearance from the "comma" formation associated with the mid-latitude vorticity centres
discussed in section 3.3. Here the wide portion of the crescent cloud formation is towards the equato;r and becomes narrower
towards higher latitude.
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(c) Mature storms: hurricanes and typhoons
Typical of a mature storm is the approximately circular overcast area that surrounds the centre of
the storm~ The more intense the storm, the larger the overcast area and the more concentric the circular
striations that appear in the central overcast (Timchalk, Hubert and Fritz, 1965). Often the storm's
eye appears as a dark spot in the picture. In well~developed storms, the converging bands of low~level
cumulus around the periphery of the storm can be seen converging beneath the cirrus canopy. The
cirrus is organized into bands which spiral outward in the high-level, anticyclonic flow (Timchalk et al.,
1965). Squall lines that precede a hurricaue (Fett, 1964 B) cau sometimes be identified immediately
outside the cirrus shield along the forward edge of a storm. These appear as narrow bands of cumuli~
fOTID cloud, and can produce severe local storms. Figure 73 shows four examples of mature storms.

(d) Decaying storms
The key characteristic of a decaying storm is the thinning and partial disappearance of the cirriform cloudiness. Figure 74 shows Typhoon Sal'ah in the dissipating stage.
A method for estimating the strength of the maximum wind in tropical cyclones based on storm
size and organization has been developed by Timchalk, Hubert and Fritz (1965), Their research shows
that storms can be separated into four different categories depending upon the organization exhibited
by the clouds (Figure 75). Storms faIling in category one have poorly organized, relatively large bands
that spiral towards the storm centre at relatively large angles. Storms of the highest category, four,
have a large number of distinct concentric bands which exhibit a high degree of circularity within the
overcast area. In category 4, the eye of the storm is always visible. Categories two and three are inter~
mediate. For each storm category, the diameter of the storms overcast relates directly to the maximum
wind in the storm. The graph of Figure 75 shows these empirically derived relationships. By measuring
a storm diameter and classifying it as to categorYl it is possible to estimate the approximate maximum
wind speed.
Figure 76 shows hurricane Daisy which has the characteristics of a category 3 storm. The diameter
of the significant overcast area of this storm, indicated by the dashed line, measures four degrees of
latitude. Using these figures in the diagram of Figure 75, the maximum wind for the storm is estimated
at 70 knots. The observed speed at the time of the picture was 65 knots, This procedure for estimating
wind speeds from satellite pictmes has been tested with independent data and shows an accuracy
of ±20 knots. The data from which the method was developed were restricted to the tropical western
Atlantic and the tropical Pacific where wind measurements were available from aerial reconnaissance.
The distinct appearance of mature tropical storms can also be easily identified in HRIR data.
Figure 77 shows Hurricane Dora (A) as it appeal'ed in the HRIR data received f"om Nimbus 1. The
warm eye appears as a dark spot at the centre of the storm. The cold cirrus canopy ai'ound the central
portion of the storm and the spiral bands of high clouds around the periphery of the storm appear
white in the picture. This is an example of the type of night~time IR coverage that will be provided
in the future.
The cloud formations associated with cold core cyclones in the upper troposphere over the tropics
can vary with the region. Sadler (1963) points out that in the eastern Pacific, high~level vortices produce
massive shields of middle and high-level clouds; little organization is apparent in satellite photographs
of these clouds. However, when the same type of upper-level cyclone occurs further north-east in the
subtropics, they often lack these higher clouds. Even so, subtropical high-level circulations sometimes
penetrate low enough to induce organized spiral bands in the cumulus region though no low~level
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circulation exists. Often the only signs of the existence of a high-level cold-coTe cyclone near the 5ub~
tropical ridge line are a few isolated cumulonimbus clouds in an area of otherwise suppressed cumulus
activity. An example of this is in Figure 46 where a small elusteI' of cumulonimbi appears at 29°N,
146oW, directly beneath the closed low at 200 mb.
On occasion small areas of organized banding are seen along the equatorial trough, but these cloud
systems have not as yet been thoroughly investigated.

3.5

Other tropical cloud syotems

Near the equator there is a zone of convective activity generally about 50 of latitude wide. The
north and south boundaries of the zone arc sharp and easily recognized in satellite pictul'es. Convective
activity along the zone varies. There are seasonal variations in the position and extent of the zone,
and in the amount of cloudiness. Conditions within the zone also vary significantly from region to
1'egion (Johnson, 1963).
Figure 78 shows the appearance of this zone in the equatorial Atlantic in Fehruary. An area of
intense cumulus activity along the zone is centred at point A ; the areas around points Band D show
a minimum of cumuhts activity; another area of maximum activity is centred near point C. Between
points Band E the character of the cloud changes abruptly from the cumuliform and cirrifol'ID cloud
within the zone to closed cellular stl'atocumulus north of the zone. The region south of the zone is
relatively fl'ee of clouds.
A portion of the inter~tTopical convective cloud zone we"st of Central America appears as the band
at B in the southern pol'tion of the infl'ared data shown in Figul'e 77. The concentl'ation of cirrus which
is common in portions of the convection cloud zone is clearly recognizable in infrared data,
Figul'e 79 shows the eastern Pacific just west of South America. In this case there are two narrow
bands along the tropical convel"gence zone rather than the single, broad area that appears in Figure 78.
The Teasons for these differences are not yet fully understood.
The pictures in Figure 80, taken on four successive days, show the large-scale cloud .distribution
associated with a Central American I'temporal". The Gulf of Mexico (A) and lVlexico are relatively
cloud-free fo1' the entire period. The cloud system (B) of the distUl'bance can be identified in the picture
for 9 June, and can be followed for the next two days as it moves eastward ovm' Central America.
Such tropical systems are not well understood at present. But the photographic capability of satellites
to provide the means fol' observing and tracking these systems from day to day willl'esult in sufficient
data for definitive studies of their Illol'phology.
lVIuch wOl'k remains to be done in identifying other important synoptic cloud systems of the tropics.
With the daily cove1'age provided by the operational satellites and the establishment of regional tropical
analysis centres, this wOl'k should proceed l'apidly.

CHAPTER IV

EFFECTS OF TERRAIN ON CLOUD DISTRIBUTION

:Many of the mesoscale cloud patterus observed in satellite pictures result from irregularities in
surface terrain and variations in surface heating. l"dountain barriers, temperature differences between
land and water, and fl'iction all play a paTt in mesoscale cloud distribution and organization. The
distribution of the clouds, and the patterns produced by these local effects vary according to wind
and atmospheric stability. By studying small details of the cloud patterns seen in satellite pictures,
it is possible to make inferences concerning low-level winds in areas where no other data are available,
to observe the effects of terrain on local cloud distribution and to use this information to improve cloud
fm'ecasts.

4 .1

II'1ountain effects

The most obvious effects of mountains and orographic barriers on the distribution of clouds are
visible in satellite photographs in the form of lee waves, upslope cloudiness, and clearing in areas of
strong downslope motions on the leeward side of the barrier. The lee wave pattern, commonly observed
in satellite pictures, is readily identified and provides information on wind direction and speed. Satellite
pictures enable the meteorologist to observe the exact boundary of orographic clouds which form because
of mechanical lifting or heating along mountain ranges. The availability of photographs of these patterns
permits a rather detailed interpretation of mesoscale cloud distribution.
Theoretical and empirical studies (Alaka, 1960) show that the following criteria must be fulfilled
for wave clouds to form:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The wind direction must be mOTe or less perpendicular to the mountains through a deep
layer of the atmosphere;
Winds at the mountain-top level should have a minimum speed of about 10 mps (20 knots);
The wind should inCl·ease rapidly with beight;
The atmosphere should be stable for vertical displacements of air parcels.

Fritz and Lindsay (1964), investigating wave clouds observed in satellite photographs, have shown
that these requirements are met and that the wavelength of lee waves is proportional to the mean
wind speed, averaged through a deep layer of the troposphere, and fits the empirical curve determined
from wind measurements by Corby (1957).
Considerable turbulence is often present in an area where wave clouds al'e observed. Preliminary
investigations suggest that the turbulent layer is often confined to the l"egion within the lee wave cloud
and below it, with little or no turbulence occurring above the clouds. Investigations are in progress
to determine mOTe conclusively the distribution of tUI'bulence associated with lee waves.
Figure 81 shows a wave cloud patteI'n east of the Appalachian .Mountains, The wave clouds extend
eastwards from the barriel' of mountains and are aligned parallel to the ridges. The upper-level westerly
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How is perpendicular to the mountains, and pilot reports indicate the cloud tops to be mostly below
4,300 m (12,000 ft.). In this case the wind speed met the empirical reqnirement that the wind speed
be at least 10 mps (20 knots) at the monntain-top level for wave clouds to form. The wind speed at
1,520 m (5,000 ft.) was 10 to 13 mps (20 to 25 knots) over the area.
A view of wave clouds which formed on the leeward side of the Cascade lVlountains in Oregon is
shown in Figure 82. Five hours before the picture was taken, the jet stream was located just north of
where the wave pattern is observed, so one Can infer that the ",-juds incl'case rapidly vv-ith height over
this area. High clouds associated with this jet stream are visible between points A and B where they
obscure lower clouds and snow-covered terrain.
A combination of wave clouds and cumulus cloud lines over the south-western United States
appears in Figure 83. At the time the picture was taken, the flow over this area was generally south~
westerly with little directional shear between the surface and 300 mb level. The cnmulus cloud bands
southaeast of points A and B are aligned parallel to the south-westerly flow. Bands of clouds oTiented
perpendicular to the wind direction can be seen south-east of C. These are wave clouds which have
formed in the lee of the Chnska Monntains (2,900 m (9,500 ft.)). East of point D there are both parallel
and transverse bands. East and south-east of B, the clouds form a crest cloud and then end abl'uptly
east of the Sangre de Christo Mountain Range (4,270 m (14,000 ft.)) where rapid sinking occurs to
produce lee cleaTing. The drying effects of the sinking ail' can also be seen along the eastern slopes
of the mountains in central Arizona north~east of A.
The wave cloud pattern between A and B in Figure 84 is located on the leeward side of the Kuril
Islands. Strong north-westerly winds, both at the surface and aloft, were reported in the area of these
wave clouds. The wave pattern is superimposed upon bands of cumnliform clouds (C) aligned parallel
to the low-level flow. The north-westerly flow has produced clear skies (A) to the east of the monntain
range on the island of Hokkaido. The orientation of the wave cloud pattern, the long cumuliform cloud
bands in the area of cold air advection and the clearing east of the mountain range all combine to show
that the clouds are confined to relatively low levels, and that the wind direction and sheaI' in the cloud
layer is from the north~west.
The lee waves and lee clearing described 80 far are examples of orographic effects. When orogl'aphic
temperature differences are combined with wind effects, another type of cloud pattern is produced.
Figure 85 shows one such pattern over the Andes in western South America. Cool stable air along the
Pacific coast of Chile contains low stratus and fog (H). Inland, clear skies prevail over the Chilean
desert. Clouds begin forming some 139 km (75 nautical miles) inland, while the coast remains cloudM
free; e.g. points A and B. In this example, the clouds form where the air has reached an altitude of
2,440 m to 3,050 m (8,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.). The clear area at C is the Salar de Atacama in Chile. This is
an area of dry salt lakes at an elevation of about 2,130 m (7,000 ft.). The sharp rise in terrain to the
east of this region is evideneed in the satellite pieture by the bright band of clouds at point D. Several
of these clouds have built to the ice crystal level as indicated by the gray, indefinite cirrus edges at E
and F. The heavier concentration of clouds is confined to the mountain range while the eastern slopes (G)
are well marked by the sharp decrease in cloudiness as the air is warmed and dried as it descends.
A similal' pattern of clouds along a mountain
combined with heating has prodneed the clouds
mountain range in Costa Rica and Panama. The
to 10,000 ft.) with the highest peaks between A
Also_ of- note in this picture is the effect of Lake

range is shown in Figure 86. Here, orographic lifting
from A to B whieh have formed along the narrow
mountain tops are generally 2,130 to 3~050 ill (7,000
and C where the cloud coverage is at a maximum.
Nicaragua in producing a distinct lack of cloudiness
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north~east

.of A. The effects of cool lakes on cumulus cloud distribution will be discussed in greater
detail in a later section of this chapter.

4 .2

Island effects

Islands and island chains have marked effects on the distribution of low-level clouds and fog.
These effects, which can be noted in satellite photographs, are clearing on the leeward side of islands
and mesoscale eddy patterns which sometimes form downstream from island baniers. Lee clearing is
most apparent when the low~level flow is perpendicular to the barrier. The size of the cloud~free area
is directly related to the size and height of the barrier, as well as to other parameters.
Hubert and Krueger (1962) found that mesoscale eddy patterns are observed in low clouds that
form beneath a strong inversion and that they Occur in the wake of 8teep~sided islands which extend
far above the temperature inversion. When the flow in the wake region does not mix with that in the
surrounding region (Chapra and Hubert, 1965), a series of mesoscale vortices develops downstream
from the obstacle. The width of the eddy cloud pattern is dependent upDn the crDss~stream diameter
of the island.
An eddy pattern (A) around Guadalupe Island in the south-east Pacific Ocean is shown in Figure 87.
The area was under the influence of a surface high pI'essnre ridge and, near the time the picture was
taken, Guadalupe Island reported a north~west wind at the surface. This reported wind direction is
supported by the cloud-free area along the south and south-east sides of the island (point D) and the
eddy pattern at A. The clouds in the western half of the picture are predominately stratocumulus,
which is composed of small individual elements that have merged together to form a continuous shield.
The pattern produced by the Canary Islands in low-level clouds and the effects of these islands
on cloud distribution are often quite spectacular in satellite photographs. Figure 88 shows this area
under the influence of a north-easterly anticyclonic surface flDw. Each Df the islands disrupts the flow
and produces a clear area on the lee"\,'-ard side. Farther downstream from the islands, clouds again
form and produce swirls and cUl'ved bands over a large area. Several of the islands appear as cloudfree land masses (points A and B). This picture also views the highly reflective terrain of West Africa.
The land area is mostly cloud-free except for the band of high cloud that enters the coast at 22 0 N.
Figure 89 is a picture of the same eastern Atlantic area when the atmosphere was less stable than
In the previous example. The cloud mass A is largely stratus and stratocumulus associated with a

ridge of high pressure at sea level. West of this cloud mass, the clouds do not have the closed cellular
pattern. This suggests the presence of greater vertical motion than that associated with the cloud
mass in area A. This instability cloudiness is located in a broad 500 rob trough. There is an eddy pattern
south of the Madeira Islands (point C). Surface ",inds near the time of the picture were northerly
at 10 mps (20 knots).
Another type of lee effect is seen in the variations in low cloud distribution produced by the wind
flow over a mountainous island chain such as the Kuril or Aleutian Islands. Estimates of low-level
wind direction can easily be determined from satellite photographs - particularly when the wind direc
tion makes a large angle to the island chain. The low clouds thicken and pile up along the windward
side of the range and dissipate on the leeward side, thus producing a cloud~free area downwind along
the chain. As the air gains moisture farther downstream, clouds form in small parallel lines aligned
parallel to the low-level flow. An example of this effect is seen in Figure 90. In the satellite picture,
the Aleutian Islands extend north-east and south-west from point C. The low clouds are banked along
a
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the nOl'thel'll slopes of the mountainous islands with a gradual decrease in cloud amount towards the
north. There is a distinct absence of clouds along the leeward side of the chain except for Unimak
Pass (C) where the low clouds pass thTOUgh a large break in the island peninsula chain. :l\'Iountainous
Unimak Island, to one side of this pass, creates an eddy pattern that persists some 500 nautical miles
downstream.

An example of the effects of a north-easterly How over the Aleutian Islands is seen in Figure 91.
The brightness of the chain (north-east from B) is enhanced by the snow covel' on the mountains. The
nmotherly surface flow around the eastern side of the surface ridge is clearly reflected in the cloud pattel'll
east of B. The low~level clouds have piled up along the north side of the chain as at E. The characteristic clear area is well defined south of the islands whme the low-level.f1ow is fl'om the north. Near B,
in the l'egion of north-easter~y flow, the clearing is much less pronounced. Between 4\. and B, where
the 'Wind changes from the east to south-east, the change in "dnd direction is reflected in the change
in direction of the small cloud lines.
Other featul'es of intel'est can be seen in the upper right of the photogl'aph of Figure 91. The bright
area which extends south-westward from the mainland is a region of close pack ice in the Bering sea.
The dark border to the mainland is the area where tides break up the pack ice along the 8ho1'e. Snowcovered Saint Paul Island appears as a tiny white dot south of C while larger Nunivak Island is at D.
The band of clouds west of A is the occluded frontal system associated with the deep lowvpressure centre
on the weathel' map in Figure 91.
The windward and lee effect of mountains and mountain passes is clearly depicted in Figure 92.
The north-west flow over the Kuril Islands (D), Hokkaido (C) and the north to north-east flow ove,'
Honshu (B) are evident in the satellite photographs by the concentration of clouds along the northwestern side of the islands and the clear areas on the leeward side. The small cloud lines which form
south-east of the islands are aligned parallel to the low-level wind flow.
Clouds fOl'ming in the Sea of Japan (south~east of A) during the winter monsoon often appear
in parallel lines similar to those south-east of D. Such lines are seen just west of B, but are too close
together to he resolved clearly.

4,3

Heating and frictional effeets

It has long been known that the variations in amount of solar enel'gy absorbed at the earth's
sUl'face result in vast differences in the distribution of fair weather cumulus clouds. It is also common
knowledge that _small convective clouds seldom form over a ~ake during the summer months, yet prior
to the advent of the weather satellite, the extent and pel'sistence of these lake effects were observed
only by those who lived near or travelled over such areas. Satellite pictul'es make .available to all evidence of the existence of these mesoscale patterns. We note that a relatively cool body of water has an
enormous effect on convective clouds produced by surface heating. Even in areas where our surface
observation network is relatively dense, a cloud-free area above a lake as large as Lake NIichigan can
exist unreported (Oliver and Oliver, 1963). The satellite provides a means for eliminating these blind
spots in obsel'vation net\Yol'ks and permits a more accurate analysis of cumulus' cloud distribution.
Most patterns in low-level clouds are detennined by the underlying surface and are produced by
a combination of differential heating and differential friction (Wexler, 1943, 1951). Consider a geostrophic wind flowing parallel to the east coast of a land mass in the northern hemisphere: If the flow
is from the south (Figure 93 A), with low pressure to the west, the reduction in wind speed due to fric~
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tion is greater over land than over water. The slowed southerly flow over land is deflected to the west
by pressure forces while the winds over the water continue to flow swiftly parallel to the coast. The
result is a zone of divergence along the coastline. Conversely, if the low-level flow is from the north
(Figure 93 B), with low pressure to the east, the slower winds over the land are diverted toward the
east and produce a zone of convergence along the coast where the winds are turning cyclonically and
meet the stronger northerly flow.
Good examples of the distribution of clouds which result from differential heating and differential
friction appear in the satellite photograph of Figure 94, This is a view of Florida on an afternoon in
early November. Scattel'ed to broken fair-weather cumuli prevail over most of the state. lVIany of the
individual cloud elements are too small to be r.esolved by the camera, so much of the area has a grey
appearance, as at A. The effect of lakes on the cloud distribution is particularly striking. Surface
temperatures were around 27°C (80°F) at the time of the picture. The cloud-free area at B is Lake
Okeechobee; cloud-free areas at points C, D, and E conespond to lakes or swampy areas in the interior
of the state. Charlotte Harbor (F) and Tampa Bay (C) are clear, while the Saint Petersburg Peuinsula (H)
is overcast with towering cumulus formed as a result of sUl'face heating. Small thermal effects on cloud
distribution such as these can be quite important for successful local forecasting, yet quite often go
undetected by OUI' present surface observation netwol'k.
The geostl"ophic flow along the east coast of Florida was from the north and essentially parallel
to the coast. One would expect some evidence of convergence along the coast with a flow such as this.
The heavier concentration of clouds which forms a narrow line that extends southward along the coast
from point I is due at least in part to the convergence set up by friction. (See above l'eference, Figure 93.)
The photographs of southel'u Florida in Figures 95 and 96 show the appeal'ance of cloud formations
produced by heating and friction from an altitude of 8,200 m (27,000 ft.). The most striking feature in
Figure 94 is the line of cumulus congestus parallel to the coast and just slightly inland. This is the
same type of formation observed south of I in Figure 94, and is produced by convergence along the
coastline. The absence of clouds over Lake Okeechobee (Figul'e 96) illustrates rather dl'amatically how
fair-weather cumulus development is influenced by differential heating. Even the tiny island (A) near
the shore pl'ovides enough heating to the moist ail' to produce a small cumulus cloud above it.
Areas of convergence and divergence produced by variations in friction occur over land as well
as along a land-sea intel'face. In the case of a southerly geostl"ophie wind flowing parallel to and over
a north/south mountain range, the greater frictional drag over the mountains acts to reduce the speed
of the wind in the lower levels more than on either" side of the range where the friction is less. Because
of the effect of friction on the geostl'ophic balance, the slower moving air over the mountains is deflected
towards the west (lowel" pressure) "while the ail' to the east and west of the range continues to move
rapidly northward. This produces a zone of divergence east of the mountains and a zone of convergence
ovel' and west of the rougher terrain of the mountains. The net effect is to retard the development
of cumuli east of the mountains where the air is subsiding due to divergence and to increase the amount
of clouds over and west of the mountains where the air is rising due to convergence.
The distribution of the clouds in relation to the te1'l'uin in Figul"e 97 A suggests that friction is
playing an important role. The topographic map of the same area is shown in Figul'e 97 B. Lmy~level
winds were from the south over most of the picture. As the southerly flow reaches the Ouachita and
Ozark l\tlountains (A and C) it is slowed down and deflected tow~U'd the west because of the increase
in friction over the rougher terrain, The land east of the mountains is level; the result is a cloud-free
area (D) in the divergence zone, Convergence is pl'oduced over the sOlithern and western side of the
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rough Rl'ea by the currents that are slowed and deflected towards the ·west; thus the large mass of thunder~
storms in the zone of convergence (Figure 97 B). The anvils from the cumulonimbi have spread northR
east from A to form a large cirrus canopy between A and C. This overcast area ends abruptly along
the western edge of the mountains where the subsiding cold ail' is spreading westward in the wake
depression (point E).
Figure 98 illustrates the effect of small streams and rivers on the formation of fair-weather cumulus.
At the time this picture was taken, the low-level flow was from the north over the area shown in the
right half of the photograph. Many of the relatively cool rivers and streams in this area aTe ol'iented
nOl'th to south (parallel to the low-level wind direction) and appear as dark, cloud-free lines (A) in
an otherwise broken field of cumulifoxill clouds. Because the flow is offshore, there is a zone of divexgence
along the coast. This, plus the cooler tempel'ature Dvel' the 'Nater, accounts for the lack of clouds east
of B along the coast. The mesoscale pattern seen in the hays and coastal waters of south-east Texas
(B to C) is produced by sunglint and conld have been misinterpreted as coastal fog (Cronin, 1963) if the
synoptic situation 'were not known.

Thus fal', we have described how cloud patterns al'e affected by a low~level wind which flows
parallel to a coast, Flow perpendicular to a coastline, such as sea breeze, also has a marked effect on
lowMlevel cloud distribution, This effect is pronounced and readily identified in satellite pictures when
a sea breeze develops against a pl'evailing, large-scale offshore flow. This situation is schematically
illustrated in Figure 99. Here, temperature differences between the land and water surfaces cause the
onset of a sea bI'eeze. As the sea breeze intensif:ies~ it overcomes the offshore flow and results in a narrow
line of convergence a mile or 80 inland, and paTallel to the coast. The zone of convergence produced
by the sea breeze, combined with the effects of heating and friction over land, causes the air to rise
and form a narrow line of cumulus clouds that can be easily identified in satellite pictures. Because
of the sea breeze cil'culatioll~ divergence occurs offshore and pl'oduces a cloud~free strip immediately
off the coast,
When present, the errect of a sea bl'eeze on cloud distribution can be seen clearly in satellite photographs. The most pTonounced effect OCCUTS when the vertical motion set up by heating over a narrow
peninsula is enhanced by sea breezes which convel'ge from opposite diTections. The result is a heavy
concentration of convective clouds where the currents from opposite directions meet and rise. A satellite picture of this effect is shown in Figure 100. In this view of the Arabian Peninsula, the sea breezes
from the Red Sea (A) and the Gulf of Aden (E) converge on the south-west tip of the peninsula. This
convergence combines with heating and frictional effects to produce the large cumulonimbus cluster
at point C. The lines of convective clouds (D and E) are caused by a combination of heating, friction,
and ol'Ographic lifting.
Many of the effects that sea breezes have on cloud distribution can be seen through close examina~
tion ofthe photograph in Figure 101. This photograph of the Gulf of Guinea and the Ivory Coast region
was taken shortly after noon, when sea breeze effects were quite pronounced. Notice first the narrow
cloudMfree area offshore and pal'aUeI to the coast between points A and B. This is due to adiabatic
warming as air subsides to replace the air carried inland by the onshore sea breeze. The effects of the
rising air along the coast cause increased cunlulus activity; hence the brightness of the clouds immediately onshore.
The TIROS 9 satellite photographed the Ivory Coast area again 80me 24 hours after the picture
in Figure 101 was taken. The cloud pattern (Figure 102) is quite similar in appearance to that of the
previous day. The characteristic clear area (A to B) parallel to the coast is again visible. The one striking
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difference is the presence of the bright cloud mass at C. This feature is probably a group of clouds
which have formed as the winds are forced up the southern slopes of an east/west mountain range in
the northern half of the Ivory Coast.
Figure 103 shows the sea breeze effect along the east coast of Somalia. The area of subsidence
along the coast between points A and B is quite prouounced. The land area (C) appears brighter than
usual because of reflection from scattered fair-weather cumuli, too small for the camera to resolve as
individual elements, hut sufficiently widespread to affect the total reflectivity of the area.
Over tropical areas, where convective clouds predominate, satellite pictures show that differential
heating and friction play an important role in cloud distribution. These effects are apparent in the
view over south-east Africa shown in Figure 104. The skies are relatively clem' over the cool waters
of Lake Nyasa (A) while surface heating has caused cumulus clouds to form over the land. The narrow
line of clouds parallel to the coast south of B is probably due in part to friction as the moist air flows
from the smoother water surface to land. The effect- of sea breezes which converge from opposite directions over a peninsula is again evident in this picture at C. frere, a bright cumulonimbus or towering
cumulus has formed over a narrow finger of land extending northward from the southern shore of the
lake.
Many cloud features in satellite pictures offer visual confirmation of theories of atmospheric
dynamics. Figure 105 is a view of the Yucatan Peninsula during a morning in late July. The peninsula
is almost covered with cumulus clouds formed by surface heating, while most of the adjacent water
area is cloud~free. Of particular interest are the clear areas (A) located east and north-east of the two
cumulonimbus clouds (B). Supporting data suggest that the thunderstorms were moving towards the
west or south-west. Although there is no positive proof, it is reasonable to suspect that the clear spots
represent areas where precipitation occurred shortly before the time the picture was taken. Cooling
by evaporation, wet ground and descending currents from the thunderstorms have combined to eliminate
any fair-weather cumulus over these areas.
Another clear zone caused by a similar set of circumstances is visible in the photograph in Figure 106.
The clear, dark spots (A) are to the west of the cumulonimbus masses (B) which are moving towards
the east and intensifying. Near the time of the picture l radar reports showed the thunderstorm tops
to be at about 13,410 ill (44,000 ft.) and increasing rapidly. The darkness of these cloud-free spots (A)
is more intense than over cloud-free areas in the photograph because the watel'-saturated soil is less
reflective than dry ground.

4.4

Fog and low stratus

Weather satellites provide the meteorologist -with a more detailed view of the exact distribution
of fog than has ever before been possible. Fog and stratus can be easily recognized in satellite pictures
because of their unique appearance. Sharp, definite edges and flat, uniform upper surfaces are charac~
teristic of the appearance of fog and stratus over land. Hills and mountains often play an important
role in helping to identify clouds as low fog and s~ratus. The shadows cast by higher clouds on the
top of the fog or stl'n-tus also provide an additional clue that a cloud layer is relatively low.
An example of how an area of fog and stratus over the plains of the central United States appears
in a satellite photograph is shown in Figure 107. At the time of the picture, easterly low-level winds
moving over the plains and foothills produced upslope fog. The sharp edges of the cloud maSS and the
smooth, uniform appearance of the uppel' surface are typical of fog, The brightness of the cloud element
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(B) and the shadow cast by it (C) suggest that this is a cloud above the stratus. Radar reports at 1745
GMT (about 15 minutes after this picture) indicated thunderstorms of moderate intensity above the
fog at B.

Fog and convective clouds are seen again in Figure 108, which shows an extensive area of stratus (B)
in the Pecos River and lower Rio Grande valleys. As in the preceding picture, the periphel'Y of the
overcast is quite definite; ·the western edge marks the beginning of a sharp rise in the terrain. The
clouds to the east (A) are mostly cumuliform and appear to be more broken than the stratiforrn clouds.
This picture is a good example of the contrast in appearance between these two cloud types.
An area of dense fog and stratus in northern Iowa and Illinois appears in Figure 109. The characteristic sharp edge can be seen in northern Illinois, where the sky conditioJ;l changes abruptly from
clear to overcast. Higher clouds above the lower overcast in eastern Iowa are easily detected by means
of their bright sunlit southern sides and the dal'k shadows they cast on the top of the lower cloud layer.
This feature is even mOl'e striking in Figure 110. This photograph was taken at about 10 a.m., local
time, when the elevation angle of the sun was quite low. At this angle, the sun illumination on the
~outh-east side of the towel'ing clouds is mOl'e intense (points A, B and C) so the shadow on the northwest side of each cloud (points D, E and F) contrasts strongly, The Tadar chm:t nearest in time to this
picture depicted an area of showers and thunderstorms above the low stratus which covered this area.
So far, only land fog has been discussed. A view of fog in north-west U.S.A. and adjacent coastal
water areas is shown in Figure Ill. The waters of Puget Sound (A) and the lowlands of the Willamette
River Valley (E) are covered with fog and stratus. The Coast Range between poiuts Band C and the
Cascade Range between points D and F are cloud~free. Low clouds cover the Columbia Plateau (G).
Details such as these al'e often missed by our surface observation network, hut when the view is un~
obstl'ucted by higher cloud, the satellite reveals the exact boundary of fog and stratus areas.
Extensive areas of sea fog and stl'atus are quite common at high latitudes over ocean regions during
the summer months. Because sea fog usually covers a large area, it is difficult to detect or correctly
identify any other clouds that may be present. There are certain clues, however, which aid in differentiating bet-ween fog and stratus and other co-existing clouds. Some of these can be found in Figure 112,
a photograph of the Aleutian Island area in the Pacific Ocean. The advection of Wal'lli air from the
south over the cooler northern waters has produced a huge area of sea fog and stl'atl~s. The fog band
at A gives an appearance similar in some respects to that of cirrostratus. In order to avoid this error
in interpl'etation, the detail in the clou'd pattern must be studied carefully. The Aleutian Islands
extend eastward from point B, The dissipation of the clouds around and to the north of these mountainous islands indicates that the cloud deck is quite low. Another clue to identifying this cloud deck
as fog and low stratus is found in the cloud band between points D and E. The distinct bright western
edge of this band of clonds, and its dark eastern edge indicate that these are higher clouds casting a
shadow on the much lower underlying stratus. Radiation data for this day proves this inference; the
tempel'atul'e of the shadow-casting band of clouds was much coldeI' than the temperature at the top
of the fog and stratus deck.

CHAPTER V
CURRENT APPLICATIONS

World-wide, routine application of weather satellite observations to a multitude of meteOl'oIogical
problems is just beginning. The preceding discussion has outlined briefly many of the relationships
that exist between the cloud patterns as they appear from a satellite and the atmospheric motions
that produce them. l\tlany of the relationships described are based on empirical findings and require
more study before all details of the atmospheric processes responsible for the patterns are fully understood. However, the art of picture interpretation has reached the stage where satellite data can play
a significant role in both meteorological analysis and forecasting. ESSA 2 (Environmental Survey
Satellite), the first operational Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) satellite, provides to local users
pictures centred over their immediate area (Figure 113), 'while ESSA 1 provides global picture coverage
to the World Weather Center in Washington, D.C., for their use in analysis and numerical forecast
programmes. Satellite data are now also being applied routinely to ice and snow mapping, and other
non~meteorological applications are being developed. A few examples of current applications follow.
With the ESSA 2 APT satellite pictures, it is now possible to apply satellite data to local shortrange forecast problems. Chapter IV showed examples of how local cloud distribution is affected by
terrain, diffel'ential heating and frictional effects. Prior to satellite observations it was not possible
to observe directly the variations in cloud distribution that resulted fl'om these effects. Meteorologists
are now gaining experience in interpreting the clouds over their local fOl'ecast areas, and as they under
stand better the reasons for the small-scale variations that occur, better local forecasts should l"esult,
g

During the first month of operation of the TOS system, APT pictures from ESSA 2 found immediate
application to short-range aviation forecasts. Knowledge of the precise extent of areas of fog and low
ceilings is quite important to pilots of small aircraft who wish to fly under visual flight rules at low
altitudes. ESSA 2, the APT satellite, passes overhead at approximately 9 a.ll. local sun time and gives
a picture of the current distribution of formations of fog and stratus. This information has proven
particularly useful in areas where surface reporting stations are greater than 48 km (30 miles) apal't.
Another application of APT pictures to aviation forecasts is in the pl'epal'ation of the horizontal
weather depiction forecasts which are issued to transoceanic flights. The pictures are being used as an
aid in the meteorological briefing of aircrews on these flights. Prior to the availability of APT pictul'{~s,
the meteorological office at Kennedy International Airp0l't in New York was able at times to furnish
TIROS nephanalyses to ail'crews as part of their flight folders. ESSA 2 APT pictures have now been
incorporated into routine transoceanic flight bl'iefings both at Kennedy Airport in New York and at
Boston. A recently reported use of APT data concerned an aircrcw which had the option of flying to
Europe either by the North Atlantic route via Newfoundland and Iceland, or by the southel'll Toute
via the Azores. Using APT pictures, aircrews were able to pick the route that offered the least amount
of inflight cloudiness and the lowest probability of turbulence.
The global data provided by ESSA I are being used routinely in synoptic analysis at the World
Weather Center in Washington, D.C. ; the analysts use the l'elationships discussed in this technical
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note. Stored picture data are aequITed at Fairbanks, Alaska and Wallops Station, Virginia. They are
then transmitted directly to Washington where the signals are processed into photographs which are
given to meteorologists for analysis and integration with other meteorological reports. The regular
daily receipt of satellite data is providing to be of value for positioning, and sometimes locating fronts,
trough lines, and ridges in areas of sparse data. The greatest impact of the global data thus far has
been their use in identifying and properly diagnosing cyclonic disturbances of all kinds, especially midtropospheric vorticity centres. After processing, satellite data are used to estimate subjectively numeri
cal gl'id-point values for hoth the sudace and the ·upper air. These analyses in turn are incorporated
into the computer analyses from which numerical forecasts are made. Procedures for incorporating
satellite data directly into numerical analysis routines are still in the developmental stage. Experiments
along this line have been described in detail by Rnzecki (1963) ; Hubert (1964) ; and McClain, Ruzecki
and Broderick (1965).
m

Techniques are als~ being developed for objective processing of satellite data by computers.
Automatic rectification of picture data to various map projections will soon be possihle as will climato
logical studies based on computer-stored cloud "data. In the meantime, the subjective use of global
picture data is proving to be of real use in daily operational analysis.
m

Those who do not have access to direct picture readout can still quite profitably incorporate into
theu' analysis procedures the nephanalyses routinely prepm'ed and transmitted world-wide by the
N ationa! Environmen·tal Satellite Center. Sherr (1966) has discussed in some detail how nephanalyses
can be incorporated into analysis routines. Sherr stresses the importance of following the continuity
of the cloud systems as they appear on the nephanalysis, and integrating the nephanalysis data with
conventional data by actually tracing the nephanalysis on surface and uppexMair analyses. This procedure is followed routinely at the tropical analysis centre in l\tIiami, FlOl'ida. The' procedures for
preparing nephanalyses are constantly being refined as more is learned about picture interpretation.
NOllMmeteorological applications of satellite data are also being developed. The mapping of ice
boundaries over the Great Lakes in the United State!,! began on an opel'ational basis in the 1965/66
winter season. Areas of snow and ice cover for the northern hemisphere are also being mapped routinely
at present.
This Technical Note has briefly summarized current knowledge of the relationship between satelcloud formations and the motions and temperature structure of the atmosphere. The
material presented reports the progress that has been made to date in satellite picture interpretation
and suggests how these data can be applied to daily analysis and forecast problems. As new types of
data, such as infrared measUTements, and new types of observing platforms, such as the synchronous
satellite, become available for operational use, the weather satellite will come of age as an operational
and research tool in the field of environmental sciences. It is hoped that this Technical Note contributes
tOWRl'ds R better understanding of current practices in the interpretation of data from meteorological
satellites.
lite~viewed
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
PICTURE RESOLUTION

Picture resolution is defined as the ability of a film, a lens, a combination of both, or a vidicon system to render barely
distinguishable a standard pattern of black and white lines. When the resolution is said to be, for example, 10 lines per milli~
metre, it means that the pattern whose line-plus-space width is 0.1 mm is barely resolved, the finer patterns are not resolved,
and the coarser patterns are more clearly resolved.
The ability of a satellite camera to resolve a cloud element or a feature on the earth's surface is governed by the height
of the satellite, the angle of the camera lens, the relative reflectivity of an element or featUl"C in contrast to its surroundings
and the number of scan lines in the TV camera system (Staff, National Environmental Satellite Center, 1963).
A plot of satellite height versus camera resolution is shown in Figure 114. This diagram shows the resolution in the centre
of the picture of all past and present satellite camera systems and is restricted to the case when the camera was pointing straight
down.
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Figure
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Figure

1 Guide to cloud interpretation (Conover,
1963) .
2 Open cellular pattern, cumuliform clouds North Pacific
0356 GMT, 4 March 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 1073T
(Pass number is that of the orbital pass on
which data were acquired from the satellite.
T indicates stored data; D would indicate
pictures taken directly)
3 Open cellular pattern, ctunuliform clouds North Atlantic
1512 GMT, 2 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 3374T
4 Closed cellular pattern, cumuliform clouds
- North Pacific
2243 GMT, 30 October 1963
TIROS 7, Pa" 1974T
5 Closed cellular pattern, stratocumulusEastern Pacific
1841 GMT, 24 June 1963
TIROS 7, Pa" 80D .

6 Closed cellular pattern, stratocumulusEastern Atlantic
1327 GMT, 23 June 1963
TIROS 7, Pa" 62T
Cellular pattern ~ Tropical Pacific
1913 GMT, 25 Jnne 1963
TIROS 7, Pa" 95T
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Figure

B Cumulus bands - Western North Atlantic
1626 GMT, 13 Ap.il 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 4426T

Figure 15
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9 Cumulus bands - Western North Atlantic
1713 G~I'r, 12 Ap.u 1963
TIROS 6, Pass 3010D .

Figure 10 Cumulus bands and wave clouds ern North Pacific
0106 GMT, 15 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 3099T
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Figure 20

Figure

Figure
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Figure 13 Schematic summary of cloud organization
in the tropical Pacific between Kwajalein
(goN) and Guam (140N)~ Cloud analysis
based on aerial time lapse photography
(From Malkus and Riehl, 1964)
Figure 14 Tropical cloud lines - Indian Ocean

Figure 21

65
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Figure 11 Cumulus cloud lines - Southern Canada
1907 GMT, 11 September 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 6659T
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Figme 12 Banding in cumuliform cloud Atlantic
1601 GMT, 16 Apro 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 4469T
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Eastern

0306 GMT, 24 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 4914T
(Courtesy of Dr. H. M. J ohnsan)
Wave clouds, Sierra Madre - Mexico
1706 GMT, 15 November 1962
TIROS 6, Pa" B5!D
Cloud edge casting shadow - Greenland
1332 GMT, 13 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 607T
Shadows and highlights, cumuliform clouds
- North Atlantic
1316 GMT, 19 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 1BT
Cirrus spissatus and shadows - Southeastern United States
1541 GMT, 15 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3108D .
Cirriform cloud layer overlaying lower
cumuliform clouds - South-east of Japan
0329 GMT, B January 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 2998T
Cumuliform bands beneath cirriform cloud
layer - North Atlantic
1319 GJ\1T, 19 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 18T
Brighter cumulus indicating taller clouds
in open cellular pattern - North Pacific
2302 GMT, 9 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3010T
Perspective effects of an oblique vie'ving
angle. - The tops of the cloud elements in
diagram A are half of those in diagram B.
The shaded area in both diagrams represents the area blocked from view by equally
spaced clouds when they arc viewed fwm a
satellite at an angle of 45°. In diagram A
both the sides of the cloud elements and
the small areas of the earth's surface
between them are visible. In diagram B,
where the cloud tops are twice those in A,
only the sides of the cloud elements are
visible from the satellite. This causes the
area of taller clouds to appear more cloud
covered when viewed in perspective .
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Figure 23 Fibrous cirriform clouds - Northern Brazil
1626 GMT, 12 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 3523T
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Figure 24 Cumuliform clouds - Gulf of Guinea
0832 GMT, 6 May 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 47611'
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Figure 25

Cumulonimbus cluster -

Gulf Coast, United
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Figure 26 Cumulonimbus clouds and associated cirrus
plumes ----:- Southern Philippine Sea
0324 GMT, 22 Mareb 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 409LT
Figure 21 Cumulonimbus clouds and associated cirrus
- Bering Sea, North Pacific
0151 GMT, 30 January 1964
TLROS 7, Pa" 3326T
Figure 28 Cumulonimbus and stratiform cloud tral United States
1555 GMT. 16 November 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 7633T

Figure

30 Snow covering relatively flat topography Central United States
1549 GMT, 22 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 918T

Figure 31 Snow covering prairie and forest landSouthern Canada
1555 GMT, 26 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 976T
Figure 32 Sea ice 1;loulldary - Davis Straits - North
Atlantic
1601 GMT, 26 February 1964
TLROS 8, Pa" 976T
Figure 33 Reflective arid terrain and cirrus cloudsEgypt and Sudan
1002 GMT, 8 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3460T
FigUl'e 34 Highly reflective salt flats, similar in appearance to isolated cumulus - Iran
0740 GMT, 27 February 1963
TIROS 6, Pass 2363T
(Courtesy of Dr. H. M. Johnson)
Figure 35 A. Bright sun glint
2147 GMT, 13 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa.. 273T
B. Diffuse sun glint
214.5 GMT, 13 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 273T
C. Surface chart
1800 GMT, 13 February 1965
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94

Figure 36 C. Schematic representation of a flow pattern that can produce a sharp cloud edge
that is not jet associated

95

Figure 37 A. Jet-associated cirrus edge Atlantic
1511 GMT. 31 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3346T
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CeuR

Figure 29 Dendritic snow pattern produced by moullR
tuinons terrain - Southern Norway
1125 G~lT, 15 February 1963
TIROS 5, Pass 3455T
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Figure 36 B. Schematic representation of the cirrus
cloud distribution associated with two converging jets .

2

States

1841 G~lT, 24 June 1963
TIROS 7, Pass BOT

Page

FigUl'e 36 A. Schematic representation of the ciITU:;
cloud distribution along the jet axis asso
ciated with a progressive trough. The stippled area indicates the region where cirrus
clouds axe observed south of the jet stream
axis. A heavy stippled band delineates the
edge of the cloud shield that can be identified in satellite pictures. Arrows indicate
the jet axis, dotted lines the relative wind
speed along the axis and solid lines the contour pattern. The same convention applies
to Figures 36 Band 36 C
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North

Figure 37 B. Surface analysis for 1200 GMT, 31 Janu~
ary 1964. The dashed line encloses the area
viewed in Figure 37 A. Arrows indicate the
position of the jet stream. The stippled area
within the dashed line represents the area
of cirrus in the picture .
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Figure 38 Shadow along jet-associated cirrus cloud
edge - Kazakh Republic, U.S.S.R.
0741 GMT, 29 March 1964
TIROS 5, Pass 4202T
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Figure 39 A. Jet-associated cirrus, frontal cloud band
and vortex - North Pacific
1827 GMT, 28 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 1020D .
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Figure

39 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, 28
ruary 1964

Feb~
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Figul'e 40 Transverse bands; cirriform cloud forma~
tion along the jet stream- Western Mexico
1919 GMT, 7 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 2992T
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Figure 41 A. Transveme bands. cirriform cloud formation along the jet stream
1345 GMT, 28 September 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 6907T
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Figure 41 B. Surface analysis 1200 GMT, 28 September 1964. Dashed line encloses the approximate area viewed in Figure 41 A .
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Figme 42 Banded streaky cirriform associated with
areas of strong winds
1650 GMT, 9 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 3479T
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Figure 43 A. Extensive jet stream cloud formation
- North-west China
0542 GMT, 18 April 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 1038T
Figure 43 B. Surface analysis and jet stream position. for 0000 GMT, 18 April 1965
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Figure 44 A. Jet-associated cirrus cloud hand
1442 GMT, 6 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 185T
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Figure 44 B. Surface analysis and jet stream positions for 1200 GMT, 6 February 1965 .

104

Figure 45 A schematic illustration relating surface
flow, 500 rob trough, upper level jet stream
and surface frontal position to cloud formations observed in satellite photographs.
The comma-shaped cloud formation (G) is
associated with a secondary positive yorticity centre to the rear of the front. The
larger vortical cloud pattern (H) is associated with the primary cyclonic centIe

Figure 48 A. Frontal cloud characteristics where a
jet axis crosses a front - North Pacific
2045 GMT, 23 October 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4458T
Figure 48 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 24 October 1964. Dot·dashed line encloses the
approximate area shown in the picture in
Fignre 48 A .

113

Figure 52 B. Surface analysis for 0600 GMT, 3 February 1965. Jet stream position from 0000
GMT analysis .
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Figure 53 A. Frontal band, vortex and cumulus cloud
lines - North Atlantic
1727 GMT, I February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 126T
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Figure 53 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, 1 Feb·
mary 1965. Jet stream positions from 1200
GMT analysis .
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Figure 54 Frontal band - Central Pacific
2130 GMT, 13 January 19M
TIROS 7, Pa" 3083T
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Figure 55

105

Figure 46 Change in characteristic appearance of
a frontal cloud band where an upper air
trough line crosses the front. 500 mb can·
tour pattern indicated by dashed lineNorth Atlantic
1641 GMT, 6 Febrnary 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 186T
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Figure 47 Change in cloud height along a front where
an upper41evel trough line crosses the frout
(After Nordberg, 1965) .
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Figure 52 A. Change of cloud charaCteristics across
frontal zone, no pronounced frontal band
evident - Western Pacific
0513 GMT, 3 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 145T
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Increased cumulus convection produced by
vorticity maxima - North·westerly How
over northern Pacific
1332 GMT, I March 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 467T
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Figure 56 Vortical pattern in convective cumulus produced by vorticity maxima - North-caste:dy How over eastern Atlantic
1344. GMT, 25 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 414T
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Figure 57 Comma or crescent pattern in advance of
vorticity maxima - South-westerly flow
over central Pacific
2000 GMT, 2S February 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 964T
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Figure 58 Poorly developed comma formation-Mexico
1805 GMT. 1 December 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 21B2T
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Figure 59 Developing frontal wave - Western No-rth
Atlantic. This figure and Figures 60 A and
61 are mosaics of four or more TIROS 9
pictures. This results ill some redundancy
in area viewed toward the horizons
1433 GMT, 17 March 1965
TIRGS 9, Pass 6S7T
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Figure 49 Wave forming on a frontal cloud band.
500 mb contour pattern indicated by light
dashed lines; 500 mh trough line by heavy
dashed lines - North America
1924 GMT, 14 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 284T
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Figure 50 Cold front with thin cloud line along leading
edge - South-east of the United States
1753 GMT. 25 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 416T

Figure 60 A. Vortex, well-developed secondary vort~x
and developing frontal wave - North
Pacific
2334 GMT, 27 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass M3T
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III

Figure 60 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 28 Feb~
luaty 1965
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Figure 61 Deepening low - Western North Atlantic
1443 GMT, 16 Msrch 1965
TIROS 9, P". 644T
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Figure 51 Frontal band surrounded by fog and stratus
- North Pacific
0106 GMT, 15 August 1963
TIROS 7, Pass 837T
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Figu.r~

62 Mature vortex ~ Central North Atlantic
1508 GMT, 16 Fehruul'y 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 306T

126

Figure 63 A. Cloud pattern produced as a secondary
vorticity maxima approaches a frontal zone

- North Atlantic
1622 GMT, 8 February 1965

TIROS 9, Pa" 211T
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Figure 63 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, B FebTUtll'y 1965. Jet position based on 1200
GMT upper level analysis
Figure 64 A. Cyclone family - North central Pacific
0115 GMT, 3 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 142T
Figure 64 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 3 Feb~
ruary 1965
Figure 65 A. Frontal bands and vortex Pacific
0246 GMT, 6 February 1965
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North

TIROS 9, Pa" 181T
Figure 65 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GM'l', 6 Febluary 1965
Figure 66 A. Frontal band and comma~shaped cloud
formation- North Pacific
2155 GMT, 25 Februa,y 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 418T
Figure 66 B. Surface and 500 rob analyses for the
same time as the satellite picture shown in
Figure 66 A. Shaded areas correspond to
significant cloud areas in the picture.
Dashed lines are 500mb contour lines labelled
in tens of metres. Continuous lines are
1000 rob contour lines labelled in tens of
metres. The analysis shown in Figures 67 B
and 68 B is depicted similarly .
Figure 67 A. Spiral cloud pattern associated ·with a
cut-off 500 rub low - North Pacific
2325 GMT, 1 Februmy 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 129T
Figure 67 B. Surface and 500 mb analysis for the
same time as the satellite picture shown in
Figure 67 A .
Figure 68 A. Vortex and frontal bands - Central
North Pacific
0124 GNlT, 2 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" l30T·
Figure 68 B. Surface and 500 rob analysis for the
same time as the satellite picture sho·wn in
Figlll'e 68 A .
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Figure 71 A developing tropicru. cyclone Atlantie
1552 GMT, 20 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pa" 34T
(Courtesy of A. Timchalk)

No:rth

Figure 72 A. Tropical depression
Maximum mported wind, 27 knots
1205 GMT, 19 September 1963
TIROS 7, Pa" 1362T
Figlll'e 72 B. Tropical Storm Amy
Maximum reported wind, 4,5 knots
2250 GMT, 29 August 1962
TIROS 5, Pa" 1024T
Figure 73 A. Typhoon Wanda
Maximum reported ·wind, 80 knots
0031 GMT, 30 Augu,t 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 1034T
Figure 73 B. Typhoon Ruth
Maximum reported wind. 95 knots
0351 GMT, 18 August 1962
TIROS 5, Pa" B55T
Figure 73 C. Typhoon Amy
Maximum reported wind, 130 knots
2326 GMT, 3 Septe:mher 1962
TIROS 5, Pa" 1096T
Figure 73 D. Typhoon Karen
Maximum reported wind, 14,0 knots
0138 GMT, 14 November 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 827T
Figure 74 Post Typhoon Sarah
Maximum reported wind, 30 knots
0319 GMT, 22 Augu,t 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 912T
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138

Figure 69 Formative stages of tropical cyclone development. Shading indicates significant cloud
patterns at each stage (From Fett, 1965)

139

Figure 70 Easterly wave, Caribbean Sea. TIROS
picture 1749 GMT, 17 August 1962. 700 mb
streamline analysis for 1200 GMT, 17 August
1962 (After Feu, 1964)
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148

Figme 75 Schematic representations of tropical
cyclones in varying stages of intensity (cate m
gory 1 to category 4). Central diagram
relates maximum wind to storm diameter for
each category (After TimchaIk, Hubert and
Fritz, 1965) .
149
Figure 76 Hurricane Daisy - Classified according to
the scheme of Timchalk, Hubert and Fritz
(1965)
(Courtesy of A. Timchalk)

150

Figme 77 Hurricane Dora as observed by HRIR sen·
SOl' on Nimbus I. The HRIR data extend
from 700 N over Greenland southmwestward
to the equator. (The maps extend only to
20oN.) Also visible are a vortex in eastern
Canada, a frontal band in the north~eastern
United States and the high clouds near the
zone ofintertropicaI convergence just north
of the equator. The numbers printed on the
HRIR data should be disregal·ded. The analysis is for 0000 GMT, 9 September 1964
and the HRIR data for 0526 GMT. 9 September 1964
15]
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Figure 78 Convective clouds associated with the zone
of intertropical convergence - Equatorial
Atlantic
1544 GMT, 25 Febmary 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 416T
Figure 79 Double band of clouds associated with zone
of intertropical convergence - Eastern
Pacific
1942 GMT, 25 Febmary 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 417T

Figure 80 Temporal over Central America. A TIROS 9
view of the storm's evolution from 8 June
to 11 June 1965 (From Anderson, 1965).
Figure 81 Mountain lee waves in the lee of the Appalachian Mountains (From Hanson, 1963)Eastern United States
1816 GMT, 18 April 1963
TIROS 5, Pa" 43470
FigUl'e 82 Mountain lee waves photographed in the lee
of the Cascade Mountain Range (after Fritz,
1965) - Western United States
1710 GMT, 2 May 1963
TIROS 5, Pass 4547D .
Figure 83 Transverse and parallel mode cloud bands South-eastern United States
1745 GMT, 10 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4717T
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Figure 84 Wave clouds in the lee of the Kuril Islands
- Western Pacific Ocean
0126 GMT, 16 November 1962
TIROS 6, Pa" 856T
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Figure 85 Orographic clouds - South America
1825 GMT, 25 January 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 42T
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Figure 86 Orographic clouds - Central America
1835 GMT, I June 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 2369T
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Figure 92

159

Cloud pattern indicating direction of lowlevel 'wind flow
0308 GMT, 18 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 325T

165

Figure 93 Schematic illustration of the effects of
friction on low-level wind flow
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Figure 94 Cloud pattern resulting from differential
heating and friction - South-east United
States
1742 GrtIT, 6 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4659T

166

Figure 95 Airplane photograph taken from 27,000 ft.
shmving the effects of differential heating
and friction on low-level cloud distribution
(From Oliver and Oliver, 1963) - Florida
1610 GMT, 16 August 1957

167

Figure 96 Airplane view of Lake Okeechobee and
vicinity from 27,000 ft. (From Oliver and
Oliver, 1963) - Flol'ida
1610 GMT, 16 August 1957

168

Figure 97 A. Mesoscale cumulus cloud distribution
produced by friction - Southern United
States
1719 GMT, 28 August 1964
NIMBUS I, APT Pass 6 .
Figure 97 B. Topographic map of the area shmvn in
Figure 97 A. Solid lines represent the geostrophic flow
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Figure 98 Effects of small streams and rivers on cloud
distribution - Southern United States
1830 GMT, I June 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 2369T
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Figure 99 Schematic illustration of sea breeze eft'ects
on low-level cloud development .

171

Figure 100 Converging sea breeze effects on cumulonimbus cloud development - Arabian Peninsula
1131 GMT, 16 September 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 1276T
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Figure 101 Effect of sea breeze on cloud distributionGulf of Guinea
1310 GMT, 1 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 462T
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Figure 87 Eddy cloud pattern - Guadalupe Island
1742 G~IT, 17 ~ugust 1963
TIROS 7, P." 877T
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Figure 88 Eddy cloud pattern - Canary Islands
!I35 GMT, 24 April 1963
TIROS 5, Pa" 4431T .

161

Figure 89 Eddy cloud pattern - Madeira Islands
1541 GMT, 16 April 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 4454T
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Figure 102 Effect of sea breeze on cloud distribution Ivory Coast
1300 GMT, 2 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 474T
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Figure 103 Sea breeze effect on low-level cloud distribution - Somalia Peninsula
0938 GMT, 26 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 424T .
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Figure 104 Effects of differential heating on cumulus
cloud distribution - South-east Africa
084.6 GMT, 16 December 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 2391T
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Figure 90

Figure 91

Cloud pattern indicating direction of lowlevel wind flow - Aleutian Islands
2303 GMT, 31 March 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4236T
Cloud pattern indicating direction of
level wind flow - Aleutian Islands
2305 GMT, 16 February 1965
TIROS 7, Pass 310T
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Figure 105

Cumulus and cumulonimbus cloud patterns
- Yucatan Peninsula
1455 GMT, 19 July 1964
TIEGS 7, Pass 5B5BT . . . . . . . . .

Figure 106 Cumulonimbus activity - Southern United
States
1632 GMT, 25 August 19M
TIROS 8, Pass 3600T . , .
Figure 107 Fog and stntus pattern -

Figure III Valley fog and stratus - NOl'th-western
United States
1725 GMT, 20 November 1964

177

Figure 108 Stratus cloud pattern -

TIEGS 7, Pass 735T
177

Central United

178

Southern United

States

1652 GMT, 6 October 1965

179

TIROS 10, Pass 1381T
Figure 109 Fog, stratus and cumuliform clouds tral United States
1746 GMT, 6 November 1964,

Cen-

TIEGS B, Pass 4659T .
Figure 110 Stratus and cumulonimbus cloud - Central
United States
1555 GMT, 16 November 1964
TIEGS 7, Pass 7633T . . . . , . . . .

1B1

FigUIe ll2 Sea fog and stratus (after Fujita, 1965)Northern Pacific Ocean
0319 GMT, B August 1963

States

172B GMT, 13 Septemba, 1965
TIEGS 10, Pass 1052T

TIEGS 7, Pass 7692D . . . .

180

1BO

1B2

Figu:re 113 ESSA 2 APT mosaic prepared from four
pictw'es that were taken from an altitude
of 750 nautical miles and cover about fOUI
million square milcs each. 0900 local stand~
ard time, 2 March 1966 . . . . . . . . 1B3
Figure 114 The above diagram relates the best possible
camera resolution to satellite height, camera
lens angle and the number of scan lines in
the TV camera system. In making the computations, it was assumed that raster lines
have only the dimension of length. The
resolution is shown for the centre area of the
picture when the satellite camera was pointing straight down . . . . . . . . .
The abbreviations used in the above diagram follow:
T: TIROS Satellite
N: Nimbus Satellite
TOS : TIROS Operational Satellite
Aves: Advanced Vidicon Camera System
APT: Automatic Picture Transmission
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Guide to cloud interpretation (Conover,1963)
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Figure 2 Open cellular pattern, cumuliform clouds -

North Pacific
0356 GMT, 'L March 1964
TIROS 8, Pass l073T
(Pass number is that of the orbital pass on which data were acquired from the satellite.
l' indicates stored data; D would indicate pictures taken directly)
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Figure 3 Open cellular pattern, cumuliform clouds 1512 GMT, 2 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 33?4T

North Atlantic
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Figure 4

Closed cellula,; pattern, cumuliform clouds 224.3 GMT, 30 October 1963
TIROS 7, P<lSS 1974T

North Pacific
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Figure 5 Closed cellular pattern, stratocumulU5 1841 GMT, 24 June 1963
TIROS 7, Pass BOD

Eastern Pacific
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Figure 6

Closed cellular pattern, stratocumulus -

1327 GMT, 23 June 1963
TIROS ?, Pass 62T

Eastern Atlantic

r
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Figure 7 Cellular pattern - Tropical Pacific
1913 GMT, 25 June 1963

TIROS 7, Pa" 95T
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Figure 3 Cumulus bands -

\,\l estern North Atlantic

1626 GMT, 13 April 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4426T
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Figure 9 Cumulus bands - Western North Atlantic
1713 GMT, 12 April 1963
TIROS 6, Pass 3010D
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Figure 10

Cumulus bands and wave clouds 0106 GMT, IS January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3099T

Western North Pacific
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Figure 11 Cumulus cloud lines - Southern Canada
19()7 GMT, 11 September 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 6659T
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Figure 12 Banding in cumuliform cloud 1601 Gi\'IT, 16 April 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4469T

Eastern Atlantic
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Figure 13 Schematic summary of cloud organization in the tropical Pacific between Kwajalcin (9°N)
and Guam (14°N). Cloud analysis based on aerial time lapse photography
(From Malkus and Riehl, 1964)
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Figure B

Tropical cloud lines - Indian Ocean
0306 GMT, 24 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4.914T
(Courtesy of Dr. H. IH. J ohllson)
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Figure 15 Wave clouds, Sierra Madre-Mexico
1706 GMT, 15 November 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 851D
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Figure 16 Cloud edge casting shadow 1332 Gr.·IT, 13 IVlarch 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 607T

Greenland
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Figure 17 Shadows and highlights, cumulifmm clouds 1316 GMT, 19 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 18T

North Atlantic
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Figure 18 Cirrus spissatus and shadows 1541 GMT, 15 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3108D

South~eastern United States
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Figure 19 Cirriform cloud layer overlaying lower cumuliform clouds 0329 GMT, 8 January 1964

TIROS 7, Pa" 2998T

South-east of Japan
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Figure 20 Cumuliform bands beneath cirriform cloud layer 1319 G:NlT, 19 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pass IBT

North Atlantic
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Figure 21 Brighter cumulus indicating taller clouds in open cellular pattern 2302 GMT, 9 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3010T

North Pacific
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A

B

Figure 22

Perspective effects of an oblique viewing angle. - The tops of the cloud elements in diagrmn A
are half of those in diagram B. The shaded area in both diagrams represents the area blocked
from view by equally spaced clouds when they are viewed from a satellite at an angle of 45°.
In diagram A both the sides of the cloud elements and the small areas of the earth's surface
between them are visible. In diagram B, where the cloud tops are twice those in A, only
the sides of the cloud elements are visible from the satellite. This causes the area of taller
clouds to appear more cloud covered when viewed in perspective
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Figure 23

Fibrous cirriform clouds - Northern Brazil
1626 GMT, 12 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pa" 3523T
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Figure 24

CumuIiform clouds - Gulf of Guinea
0832 GMT, 6 May 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4161T
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Figure 25

Cumulonimbus cluster - Gulf Coast, United States
1841 GMT, 24 June 1963
TIROS 7, Pass 80T
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Figure 26 Cumulonimbus clouds and associated cirrus plumes 0324 GMT, 22 March 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4.091T
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Southern Philippine Sea
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Figure 27 Cumulonimbus clouds and associated cirrus - Bering Sea, North Pacific
0151 GMT, 30 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3326T
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Figure 28

Cumulonilnbus and stratiform cloud -

1555 G1\iT, 16 November 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 7633T

Central United States
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Figure 29 Dendritic snow pattern produced by mountainous terrain 1125 GMT, 15 February 1963

TIROS 5, Pa" 3455T

Southern Norway
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Figure 30 Snow covering re1atively flat topography 1549 Gr.{T, 22 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 9I8T

Central United States
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Figure 31 Snow covering prairie and forest land- Southern Canada

1555 GMT, 26 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 976T
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Figure 32 Sca ice boundary - Davis Straits _ North Atlantic
1601 GMT, 26 February 196,t
TIROS 8, Pass 976T
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Figure 33 Reflective arid terrain and cmus clouds 1002 GMT, 8 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3460T

Egypt and Sudan
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Figure 34 Highly reflective salt flats, similar in appearance to isolated cumulus 0740 GMT, 27 February 1963
TIROS 6, Pass 2363T
(Courtesy of Dr. H. 1';1. Johman)

Iran
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Figure 35 A. Bright sun glint
2147 GMT, 13 February 1965

TIROS 9, Pa" 273T
B. Diffuse sun glint
2145 GMT, 13 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 273T
C. Surface chart
1800 GMT, 13 February 1965
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Figure 36 A. Schematic representation of the cirrus cloud distribution along the jet axis associated
with a progressive trough. The stippled area indicates the region where cirrus clouds are
observed south of the jet stream axis. A heavy stippled hand delineates the edge of the
cloud shield that can be identified in satellite pictures. Arrows indicate the jet axis, dotted
lines the relative mnd speed along the axis and solid lines the contour pattern. The same
convention applies to Figure 36 Band 36 C
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Figure 36 ~. Schematic representation of the cirrus cloud distribution associated with two converging jets
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Figure 36

C. Schematic representation of a flow pattern that can produce a sharp cloud edge that js
not jet-associated
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Figure 37 A. Jet-associated cirrus edge ISH GMT, 31 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 33461'

North Atlantic

Figure 37 B. Surface analysis for 1200 GMT, 31 January
1964. The dashed line encloses the area viewed
in Figure 37 A. Arrows indicate the position
of the jet stream. The stippled area within the
dashed line represents the area of cirrus in the
pictme
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Figure 38 Shadow along jet-associated cirrus cloud edge 0741 GlUT, 29 March 1964
TIROS S, Pass 4202T

Kazakh Republic, U .S,s.R.
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Figure 39 A. Jet-associated cirrus, frontal cloud band and
vortex - North Pacific
1837 GMT, 28 February 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 1020D

Figure 39 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, 28 February

1964
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Figure 40 Transverse·bands; ciniform cloud formation along the jet stream- Western Mexico
1919 GMT, 7 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 2992T
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Figure 41 A. Transverse bands, cirriform cloud formation along
the jet stream

1345 GMT, 28 September 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 6907T

Figure 41 B. Surface analysis 1200 GMT, 28 September 1964.
Dashed line encloses the approximate area viewed in

Figure 41 A
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Figure 42 Banded streaky cirrifonn associated with areas of strong winds
1650 GMT, 9 February 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3479T
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Figure 43 A. Extensive jet stream cloud formation 0542 GMT, 18 April 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 1038T
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North-west Chinn
"

Figure 43 B. Surface analysis and jet stream positions for 0000 GMT,
18 April 1965
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Figure 44 B. Surface analysis and jet stream positions for 1200 GMT, 6 February 1965
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Figure 45 A schematic illustration relating surface flow, 500 mb trough, upper level jet stream and surface frontal position to
cloud formations observed in satellite photographs. The comma shaped cloud formation (G) is associated with a
secondary positive vorticity centre to the rear of the front. The larger vortical cloud pattern (H) is associated with
the primary cyclonic centre
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Figure 46 Change in characteristic appearance of a frontal cloud band where an upper air trough line crosses the front. 500 mb
contour pattern indicated by dashed line - North Atlantic
1641 GMT, 6 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass l86T
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Figure 47 Change in cloud height along a front where an upper-level trough line crosses the front (After Nordberg, 1965)
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Figure 48 A. Frontal cloud characteristics where a jet axis crosses a front- North Pacific

2045 GMT, 23 October 1964
TIROS 8, Pa" 4458T

ILLUSTRATIO NS

Figure 48 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 24 October 1964. Dot-dashed line encloses the approximate area shown in the picture in Figure ,1.8 A

109

Figure 49 Wave forming on a frontal cloud band. 500 mb contour pattern indicated by light dashed lines; 500 mb trough line
by heavy dashed lines - North Arnerica
1924 GMT, 14 February 1965

TJROS 9, Pass 284T
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Figure 50

Cold front with thin cloud line along lending edge 1753 G::\'1T, 25 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 416T

South-east of the United States
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Figure 51 Frontal band surrounded by fog and stratus 0106 GMT, 15 August 1963
TIROS 7, Paso 837T

North Pacific

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure S2 A. Change of cloud characteristics across frontal zone, no pronounced frontal band evident
- Western Pacific
0513 GMT, 3 February 1965

TIROS 9, Pa" 145T
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Figure 52 B. Surface analysis for 0600 GMT, 3 February 1965.
Jet stream position from 0000 GMT analysis

Figure 53 A. Frontal band, vortex and cumulus cloud lines 1727 GMT, 1 February 1965

TlROS 9, Pass 126T

North Atlantic
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Figure 53 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, 1 February 1965. Jet stream positions from 1200 GMT analysis
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Figure 54 Frontal band - Central Pacific
2130 GMT, 13 January 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 3083T

-----,

Figure 55 Increased cumulus convection produced by vorticity maxima -

1332 GMT, 1 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 467T

North-westerly flow over northern Pacific

Figure 56 Vortical pattern in convective cumulus produced by vorticity maxima-North-easterly flow over eastern Atlantic
1344, GMT, 25 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 4141'
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Figure 51

Comma or crescent pattern in advance of vorticity maxima central Pacific
2000 GMT, 25 February 1964

TlROS 8, Pa" 964T

South-westerly flow over
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Figure 5BPoody-developed comma formation 1B05 GMT, 1 December 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 21B2T

Mexico
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Figure.59 Developing frontal wave-Western North Atlantic. This figure and Figures60A and 61
are mosaics of four or more TIROS 9 pictures. This results ill some redundancy in area
viewed toward the horizons
1433 GMT, 17 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 657T
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Figure 60

A. Vortex, well-developed secondary vortex and developing frontal wave 2334 GMT, 27 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 443T

North Pacific
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Figure 60 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 28 February 1965
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Figure 61 Deepening low - Western North Atlantic
H43 GMT, 16 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 644T
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Figure 62 Mature vortex - Central North Atlantic
1508 GMT. 16 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 306T

Figure 63 A. Cloud pattern produced as a secondary vorticity maxima approaches a frontal zone 1622 GMT, 8 February 1965

TIROS 9, Pass 211 T

North Atlantic
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Figure 63 B. Surface analysis for 1800 GMT, 8 Fehmary 1965. Jet position based on 1200 GMT
upper level analysis

Figure 64 A. Cyclone family - North Central Pacific
0115 GMT, 3 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 142T
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Figure 64 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 3 February 1965
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Figure 65 B. Surface analysis for 0000 GMT, 6 February 1965

Figure 66 A. Frontal band and comma_shaped cloud formation 2155 GMT, 26 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 418T

North Pacific

Figure 66 B. Surface and 500 rob analyses for the same time as the satellite picture shown in Figure 66 A. Shaded areas
correspond to significant cloud areas in the picture. Dashed lines are 500 mb contour lines labelled in tens of metres.
Continuous lines are 1000 rob contour lines labelled in tens of metres. The analysis shown in Figures 67 Band 68 B
is depicted similarly

Figure 67 A. Spiral cloud pattern associated with a
2325 GMT, 1 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pa" 129T

cut~off

500 mb low -

North Pacific

Figure 67 B. Surface and 500 rob analysis' for the same time as the satellite picture shown'in Figure 67 A

Figure 68 A. Vortex and frontal bands 0124 GMT, 2 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass l30T

Central North Pacific

--- --------,

Figure 68 B. SUrface and 500 mb analysis for the same time as the satellite picture shown in Figure 68 A

A.

TH~ TROPICAL DISTURBANCE

( NO ClOSED SURFACE ISOBARS )

B.

THE TROPICAL DEPRESSION I
MAX. CENTRAL ISOTACH lESS THAN 20 KTS
I

/

THE 'COMMA CONFIGURATION'

CENTER ILL-DEfINED ~

c.

THE TROPICAl DEPRESSION II
MAX. CENTRAL ISOTACH 20-30 KTS

THE 'COMMA CONFIGURATION'
CENTER WELl-DEFINED

Figure 69

INITIAL OBSCURATION OF CENTER
SOME EVIDENCE OF OUTFlOW ALOFT

D.

THE TROPICAL DEPRESSION III - TROPICAL STORM f
MAX. CENTRAL ISOTACH 31-40 KTS

CENTER OBSCURED
OUTFLOW PRONOUNCED AT 200 MB

Formative stages of tropical cyclone development. Shading indicates significant cloud patterns at each stage
(From Fett, 1965)
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Figure 70 Easterly 'wave, Caribbean Sea. TIROS picture 1749 GMT, 17 August 1962. 700 mb streamline analysis for 1200
GMT, 17 August 1962 (After Fett, 1964)
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Figure 71

A developing tropical cyclone 1552 GMT, 20 September 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 34T
(Courtesy of A. Timchalk)

North Atlantic
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Figure 72 A. Tropical depression
Maximum reported wind, 27 knots
1205 GMT, 19 September 1963
TIRQS 7, Pass 1362T
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Figure 72

B. Tropical storm Amy
Maximum reported wind, 45 knots
2250 GMT, 29 August 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 1024T
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Figure 13 A. Typhoon Wanda
Maximum reported ·wind, 80 knots
0031 GMT, 30 August 1962

TIROS 5, Pa" I034.T
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Figure 73

B. Typhoon Ruth
Maximum reported wind, 95 knots
0351 G.MT,.l8 August 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 855T
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Figure 73

C. Typhoon Amy
Maximum reported wind, 130 knots
2326 GMT, 3 September 1962
TIROS S, Pass 10961'
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Figure 13

D. Typhoon Karen
Maximum reported wind, 140 knots
0138 G:HT, 14 November 1962
'rIROS 6, Pass 827T
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Figure 74 Post Typhoon Sarah
Maximum reported wind, 30 knots
0319 GMT, 22 August 1962
TIROS 5, Pass 912T

Tropical Cyclone Wind Estimates

Figure 75 Schematic representations of tropical cyclones in varying stages of intensity (category 1 to category 4). Central
diagram relates maximum wind to storm diameter for each category (Mter Tllnchalk, Hubert and Fritz, 1965)

Figure 76 Hurricane Daisy - Classified according to the scheme of Timchalk, Hubert and Fritz (1965)
(Courtesy of A. Timchalk)
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Figure 77

151

Hurricane Dora as ohserved by HRIR sensor on Nimbus 1. The HRIR data extend from 700 N over Greenland
south-westwlli'd to the equator. (The maps extend only to 20 oN.) Also visible are a vortex in eastern Canada, a
frontal band in the north-eastern United States and the high clouds near the Zone of Intertropical Convergence just
north of the equator. The numbers printed on the HRIR data should be disregarded. The analysis is for 0000 Gl\:lT,
9 September 1964 and the HRIR data for 0526 GMT, 9 September 1964

Figure 78 Convective clouds associated with the zone of intertropical convergence 154.4 GMT, 25 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 416T

Equatorial Atlantic
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Figure 79 Double baud of clouds associated with zone of intertropical convergence 1942 GMT, 25 Febmary 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 417T

Eastern Pacific
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Figure 80 Temporal over Central America. A TIROS 9 view of the storm's evolution from 8 June to
11 June 1965 (From Anderson, 1965)
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Figure 81 Mountain lee waves in the lee of the Appalachian Mountains (From Hanson, 1963) United States
1816 GMT, 18 Ap,il 1963
TIROS 5, Pass 4347D

Eastern
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Figure 82 Mountain lee waves photographed in the lee of the Cascade l'IIountain Range
(after Fritll, 1965) - Western United States
1710 GMT, 2 May 1963
TIROS 5, Pass 454'1D

Figure 83 Transverse and parallel mode cloud bands 1'145 GMT, 10 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4717T

South-western United States
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Figure 84 Wave douds in the lee of the Kuril Islands 0126 GMT, 16 November 1962
TIROS 6, Pass 856'1'
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Western Pacific Ocean
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Figure 85 Orographic douds - Sputh America
1825 GMT, 2S January 1965

TIRQS 9, Pass 42T

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 86 Orographic clouds - Central America
1835 GMT, I June 1964
1'IROS 8, Pass 23691'
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Figure 87 Eddy cloud pattern - Guadalupe Island
1742 GMT, 17 August 1963
TIROS 7. Pass 877T

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 88 Eddy cloud pattern - Canary Islands
1135 GMT, 24 April 1963
TIROS S, Pass 4431T
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Figure 89 Eddy cloud pattern - Madeira Islands
1541 GMT, 16 April 1964
TIROS 7. Pass 4454T

Figure 90 Cloud pattern indicating direction of
2303 GMT, 31 March 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 4236T

low~level

wind flow -

Aleutian Islands

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------- -- - - - -------------------------- - --- - - - - - - - -

Figure 91 Cloud pattern indicating direction of low-level wind flow - Aleutian Islands
2305 GMT, 16 February 1965
TIROS 7, Pass 3l0T

Figure 92 Cloud pattern indicating direction of low-level wind flow
0308 GMT, 18 February 1965

TIROS 9, Pass 325T
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Figure 93 Schematic illustration of the effects of friction on low-level wind flow

Figure 94 Cloud pattern resulting from differential heating and friction 1742 GMT, 6 November 1964
TIROS 8, Pass 4659T

South-east United States

Figure 95 Airplane photograph taken from 27,000 ft. showing the effects of differential heating and friction on low~level cloud
distribution (From Oliver and Oliver, 1963) - Florida
1610 GMT, 16 August 1957

---------- -------------

Figure 96 Airplane view of Lake Okeechobee and vicinity from 27,000 ft. (From Oliver and Oliver, 1963) 1610 GMT, 16 August 1957

Florida
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Figure 97 A. Mesoscale cumulus cloud distribution produced by friction 1719 GMT. 28 August 1964Nimbus I, APT Pass 6

Southern United States
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Figure 98

Effects of small streams and nvers on cloud distribution 1830 GMT, 1 June 19M
TIROS 8, Pass 2369T

Southern United States
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Fignre 99

Schematic illustration of sea hreeze effects on low-level cloud development
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Figure 100 Converging sea breeze effects on cumulonimbus cloud
development Arabian Peninsula 1131 G1vIT,
16 September 1962
TIROS 5, Pa" 1276T
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Figurc 101 Effect of sea breeze on cloud distribution 1310 GMT, 1 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 462T

Gulf of Guinea
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Figure 102 Effect of sea breeze on cloud distribution 1300 GMT, 2 March 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 474,T

Ivory Coast

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 103 Sea breeze effect on low·level cloud distribution ~ Somalia Peninsula
0938 GMT, 26 February 1965
TIROS 9, Pass 424T
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Figure 104 Effects of differential heating on cumulus cloud distribution ~ South-east Africa
0846 GMT, 16 December 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 2391T
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Figure 105 Cumulus and cumulonimbus- cloud patterns 1455 GMT, 19 July 1964
TIROS 7. Pass 5858T

Yucatan Peninsula

Figure 106 Cumulonimbus activity - Southern United States
1632 GMT, 25 August 1964
TIROS B, Pass 3600T
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Figure 107 Fog and stratus pattern - Central United States
1728 GMT, 13 September 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 1052T

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 108 Stratus cloud pattern - Southern United States
1652 GMT, 6 October 1965
TIROS 10, Pass 13811'
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130

Figure 109 Fog, stl'atus and CUlIlUliform
Central United States
1746 GMT, 6 November 1964
TlROS 8, Pass 4659T

Figme

no

clouds~

Stratus and cmuulonimbus cloudCentral United States
1555 GMT, 16 November 1964
TIROS 7, Pass 7633T
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Figure III

Vallcy fog and stratus - North-western United States
1725 GMT, 20 November 196'~
TIROS 7, Pass 7692D

lSI
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Figure 112 Sea fog and stratus (after Fujita, 1965) 0319 GMT, 8 August 1963

TIROS 7, Pa" 735T

Northern Pacific Ocean

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure .113 ESSA 2 APT mosaic prepared from four pictures that were taken from an altitude of
750 nautical miles and cover about four million square miles each. 0900 local standard
time, 2 March 1966
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CAMERA RESOlUTIOI'l (Nautical miles)
FigUre 114 The above diagram relates the best possible camera resolution to satellite height, camera lens angle and the number
of scan lines in the TV camera system. In making the computations, it was assumed that raster lines have only the
dimension of length. The resolution is shown for the centre area of the picture when the satellite camera was point~
iug straight down

The abbreviations used in the above diagram follow: T : TIROS Satellite; N: Nimbus Satellite; TOS: TIROS
Operational Satellite; AVeS: Advanced Vidicon Camera System; APT: Automatic Picture Transmission
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